
Thank you for purchasing this Yamaha Digital Workstation!

We recommend that you read this manual carefully so that you can fully take advantage of the advanced

and convenient functions of the instrument.

We also recommend that you keep this manual in a safe and handy place for future reference.

Before using the instrument, be sure to read “PRECAUTIONS” on pages 6-7.
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SPECIAL MESSAGE SECTION

This product utilizes batteries or an external power supply 
(adapter). DO NOT connect this product to any power supply or 
adapter other than one described in the manual, on the name 
plate, or specifically recommended by Yamaha.

WARNING: Do not place this product in a position where anyone 
could walk on, trip over, or roll anything over power or connecting 
cords of any kind. The use of an extension cord is not recom-
mended! If you must use an extension cord, the minimum wire 
size for a 25’ cord (or less) is 18 AWG. NOTE: The smaller the 
AWG number, the larger the current handling capacity. For longer 
extension cords, consult a local electrician.

This product should be used only with the components supplied 
or; a cart, rack, or stand that is recommended by Yamaha. If a 
cart, etc., is used, please observe all safety markings and instruc-
tions that accompany the accessory product.

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE: 
The information contained in this manual is believed to be correct 
at the time of printing. However, Yamaha reserves the right to 
change or modify any of the specifications without notice or obli-
gation to update existing units.

This product, either alone or in combination with an amplifier and 
headphones or speaker/s, may be capable of producing sound 
levels that could cause permanent hearing loss. DO NOT operate 
for long periods of time at a high volume level or at a level that is 
uncomfortable. If you experience any hearing loss or ringing in the 
ears, you should consult an audiologist. 
IMPORTANT: The louder the sound, the shorter the time period 
before damage occurs.

Some Yamaha products may have benches and / or accessory 
mounting fixtures that are either supplied with the product or as 
optional accessories. Some of these items are designed to be 
dealer assembled or installed. Please make sure that benches are 
stable and any optional fixtures (where applicable) are well 
secured BEFORE using.
Benches supplied by Yamaha are designed for seating only. No 
other uses are recommended.

NOTICE: 
Service charges incurred due to a lack of knowledge relating to 
how a function or effect works (when the unit is operating as 
designed) are not covered by the manufacturer’s warranty, and 
are therefore the owners responsibility. Please study this manual 
carefully and consult your dealer before requesting service.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: 
Yamaha strives to produce products that are both user safe and 
environmentally friendly. We sincerely believe that our products 
and the production methods used to produce them, meet these 
goals. In keeping with both the letter and the spirit of the law, we 
want you to be aware of the following:

Battery Notice: 
This product MAY contain a small non-rechargeable battery which 
(if applicable) is soldered in place. The average life span of this 
type of battery is approximately five years. When replacement 
becomes necessary, contact a qualified service representative to 
perform the replacement.

This product may also use “household” type batteries. Some of 
these may be rechargeable. Make sure that the battery being 
charged is a rechargeable type and that the charger is intended 
for the battery being charged.

When installing batteries, never mix old batteries with new ones, 
and never mix different types of batteries. Batteries MUST be 
installed correctly. Mismatches or incorrect installation may result 
in overheating and battery case rupture.

Warning: 
Do not attempt to disassemble, or incinerate any battery. Keep all 
batteries away from children. Dispose of used batteries promptly 
and as regulated by the laws in your area. Note: Check with any 
retailer of household type batteries in your area for battery dis-
posal information.

Disposal Notice: 
Should this product become damaged beyond repair, or for some 
reason its useful life is considered to be at an end, please observe 
all local, state, and federal regulations that relate to the disposal of 
products that contain lead, batteries, plastics, etc. If your dealer is 
unable to assist you, please contact Yamaha directly.

NAME PLATE LOCATION: 
The name plate is located on the bottom of the product. The 
model number, serial number, power requirements, etc., are 
located on this plate. You should record the model number, serial 
number, and the date of purchase in the spaces provided below 
and retain this manual as a permanent record of your purchase.

Model

Serial No.

Purchase Date
PLEASE KEEP THIS MANUAL
92-BP  (bottom)
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About the Manuals

This instrument has the following documents and instructional materials.

Included Documents
Owner’s Manual (this book)
Contains overall instructions for using your PSR-A2000. The function instructions are divided into the two following 
sections for convenient use.

• Basic Operations:
Provides overall explanations of the PSR-A2000 basic functions.

• Advanced Features:
Explains advanced features of the instrument, not explained in the Basic Operations section. For example, you 
can learn how to create original Styles, Songs or Multi Pads, or find detailed explanations of specific parameters.

* Each chapter in the Advanced Features section corresponds to the relevant chapters in the Basic Operations section.

Online Materials (Downloadable from the web)
The following instructional materials are available for downloading from the Yamaha Manual Library. Access the Yamaha 
Manual Library, then enter your model name (PSR-A2000, for example) in the Model Name area to search the manuals.

Data List
Contains various important preset content lists such as Voices, Styles, Effects, as well as MIDI-related information.

MIDI Basics (only in English, French, German and Spanish)
If you want to know more about MIDI and how to use it, refer to this introductory book.

• The illustrations and LCD screens as shown in this manual are for instructional purposes only, and may appear 
somewhat different from those on your instrument.

• The example Operation Guide displays shown in this Manual are in English.
• Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft® Corporation in the United States and other countries.
• Apple, Mac and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
• The company names and product names in this manual are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respec-

tive companies.

Yamaha Manual Library http://www.yamaha.co.jp/manual/
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Add Phrases and Rhythms to Your Performance  Chapter 4 Multi Pads

The instrument can add spice to your performance 
with short phrases and rhythms.

Call Up the Ideal Voice and Style for Each Song  Chapter 5 Music Finder

By using the convenient Music Finder function, you can call up the ideal panel settings including the most 
suitable Voice, Style, effects, etc. for each song. By registering the Song/audio data saved in various places into 
Music Finder, the instrument can call up song data easily from the song title.

Audio Playing and Recording from USB Flash Memory Chapter 7 USB Audio

Audio files (WAV) stored to USB flash memory can be played back 
on the instrument.
Moreover, you can record your performance as audio data to a USB 
flash memory device.

Set your Original Scales Chapter 9 Oriental Scales

The Oriental Scales feature lets you simply and easily change the pitches of specific notes and create your 
own scales. The settings can be stored for instant recall, whenever you need them.
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• Before connecting the instrument to other electronic components, turn off the 
power for all components. Before turning the power on or off for all 
components, set all volume levels to minimum.

• Be sure to set the volumes of all components at their minimum levels and 
gradually raise the volume controls while playing the instrument to set the 
desired listening level.

• Do not insert a finger or hand in any gaps on the instrument.

• Never insert or drop paper, metallic, or other objects into the gaps on the panel 
or keyboard. This could cause physical injury to you or others, damage to the 
instrument or other property, or operational failure.

• Do not rest your weight on, or place heavy objects on the instrument, and do 
not use excessive force on the buttons, switches or connectors.

• Do not use the instrument/device or headphones for a long period of time at a 
high or uncomfortable volume level, since this can cause permanent hearing 
loss. If you experience any hearing loss or ringing in the ears, consult a 
physician.

Always turn the power off when the instrument is not in use.

Even when the power switch is in standby status, electricity is still flowing to the instrument at the minimum level. When you are not using the instrument for a long time, 
make sure you unplug the power cord from the wall AC outlet.

Connections Handling caution

Yamaha cannot be held responsible for damage caused by improper use or modifications to the instrument, or data that is lost or destroyed. 

DMI-3  2/2
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Included Accessories

• Music Rest

• AC Power Adaptor
* May not be included depending on your particular area. Please check with your Yamaha dealer.

• Owner’s Manual

• My Yamaha Product User Registration
* The PRODUCT ID on the sheet will be needed when you fill out the User Registration form.

The instrument is compatible with the following formats.

“GM (General MIDI)” is one of the most common Voice allocation formats. “GM System Level 2” is a standard 
specification that enhances the original “GM” and improves Song data compatibility. It provides for increased 
polyphony, greater Voice selection, expanded Voice parameters, and integrated effect processing.

XG is a major enhancement of the GM System Level 1 format, and was developed by Yamaha specifically to pro-
vide more Voices and variations, as well as greater expressive control over Voices and effects, and to ensure compat-
ibility of data well into the future.

GS was developed by the Roland Corporation. In the same way as Yamaha XG, GS is a major enhancement of the 
GM specifically to provide more Voices and Drum Kits and their variations, as well as greater expressive control 
over Voices and effects.

The Yamaha XF format enhances the SMF (Standard MIDI File) standard with greater functionality and open-
ended expandability for the future. This instrument is capable of displaying lyrics when an XF file containing lyric 
data is played.

“SFF (Style File Format)” is an original Style file format by Yamaha which uses a unique conversion system to pro-
vide high-quality automatic accompaniment based on a wide range of chord types. “SFF GE (Guitar Edition)” is an 
enhanced format of SFF, which features improved note transposition for guitar tracks.
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2 Setting the volume.
Use the [MASTER VOLUME] dial to adjust the volume to an appropriate level.

The PSR-A2000 is supplied with a music rest that can be attached to the instrument 
by inserting it into the slot at the rear of the control panel.

Air Vents

This instrument has special air vents in the top panel (see below) and rear panel. Do not place 
objects where they might block the air vent, since this may prevent adequate ventilation of the 
internal components, and possibly result in the instrument overheating.

 CAUTION

Air Vents

Air Vents

Attaching the Music Rest
PSR-A2000 Owner’s Manual 15
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Connect a pair of headphones to the [PHONES] jack. The internal stereo speaker 
system is automatically shut off when a pair of headphones is plugged into the 
[PHONES] jack.

This determines the language used in the display for messages, file names, and 
character input.

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [I] UTILITY → TAB [E][F] OWNER

2 Use the [4 ▲▼]/[5 ▲▼] buttons to select the desired language.

Using Headphones

CAUTION

Do not listen with the head-
phones at high volume for long 
periods of time. Doing so may 
cause hearing loss.

Changing the Display Language

Standard phone plug

NOTE

Throughout this manual, arrows are 
used in the instructions, indicating in 
shorthand the process of calling up 
certain displays and functions.

2

1
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The Demos provide helpful, easy-to-understand introductions to the features and 
functions as well as sound demonstrations.

1 Press the [DEMO] button to start the Demos.

Overview Demo will play back continuously, calling up the various displays in 
sequence.

2 Press the [7 ▲▼]/[8 ▲▼] (SKIP OVERVIEW) buttons in the Demo 
display to call up the specific Demo menu.

3 Press one of the [A] – [D] buttons to show a specific Demo.

Pressing the [J] button returns to the display of step 2.

The sub menus are shown at the bottom of the display. Press one of the [1 ▲▼] 
– [8 ▲▼] buttons corresponding to the sub menu.

4 Press the [EXIT] button several times to exit from the Demos.

Playing the Demos

2

3

NOTE

To return to the higher level menu, 
press the [EXIT] button.
18 PSR-A2000 Owner’s Manual
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These buttons are used mainly to change the Pages of displays that have “tabs” at the 
top.

The [1 ▲▼] – [8 ▲▼] buttons are used to make selections or adjust settings (up or 
down correspondingly) for functions shown directly above them.

TAB [E][F] buttons

[1 ▲▼] – [8 ▲▼] buttons

If a menu appears in this section of the 
display, use the [1 ▲] – [8 ▲] buttons.

If a menu appears in this section of the 
display, use the [1 ▼] – [8 ▼] buttons.

If list of the menu appears, use the [1 ▲▼] – 
[8 ▲▼] button to select the desired item.

If a parameter appears in slider (or knob) 
form, use the [1 ▲▼] – [8 ▲▼] button to 
adjust the value.
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4 Press the [7 ▼] (OK) button to confirm the file/folder selection.

5 Select the destination tab (USER or USB) to paste the file/folder, 
by using the TAB [E][F] buttons.
If necessary, select the destination folder by using the [A] – [J] buttons.

6 Press the [4 ▼] (PASTE) button to paste the file/folder selected 
in step 3.
The pasted file/folder appears on the display at the appropriate position among 
the files in alphabetical order.

This operation lets you delete a file/folder.

1 Call up the display containing the file/folder you want to delete.

2 Press the [5 ▼] (DELETE) button.
The pop-up window for the Delete operation appears at the bottom of the 
display.

3 Press one of the [A] – [J] buttons corresponding to the desired 
file/ folder.
To cancel the selection, press the same [A] – [J] button again.
Press the [6 ▼] (ALL) button to select all files/folders indicated on the current 
display including the other pages. To cancel the selection, press the [6 ▼] (ALL 
OFF) button again.

4 Press the [7 ▼] (OK) button to confirm the file/folder selection.

5 Follow the on-display instructions.
• YES Delete the file/folder
• YES ALL Delete all selected files/folders
• NO Leave the file/folder as is without deleting
• CANCEL Cancel the Delete operation

NOTE

To cancel the Copy operation, press 
the [8 ▼] (CANCEL) button.

Deleting Files/Folders

NOTE

Files in the PRESET tab or in the 
Expansion folder in the USER tab can-
not be deleted.

NOTE

To cancel the Delete operation, press 
the [8 ▼] (CANCEL) button.
PSR-A2000 Owner’s Manual 29
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The instructions that follow show you how to enter characters for naming your files/
folders, inputting keywords, etc. Entering characters should be done in the display 
shown below.

1 Change the type of character by pressing the [1 ▲] button.
• CASE capital letters, numbers, marks 
• case lowercase letters, numbers, marks

2 Use the [DATA ENTRY] dial to move the cursor to the desired 
position.

3 Press the [2 ▲▼] – [6 ▲▼] and [7 ▲] buttons, corresponding to 
the character you wish to enter.
To actually enter the selected character, move the cursor or press another letter-
input button. Alternately, you can wait for a short time and the characters will be 
entered automatically.
For details on entering characters, refer to “Other character-entry operations” 
below.

4 Press the [8 ▲] (OK) button to actually enter the new name and 
return to the previous display.

Entering Characters

2

1 4
3 Several different characters are 

assigned to each button, and the 
characters change each time you 
press the button. 

NOTE

When inputting lyrics in the Song 
Creator function, you may also enter 
Japanese characters (kana and kanji).

NOTE

The file name can contain up to 41 
characters and the folder name can 
contain up to 50 characters. 

NOTE

To cancel the character-entering oper-
ation, press the [8 ▼] (CANCEL) but-
ton.
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This operation deletes all the installed Expansion Voices or Styles.

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [J] EXPANSION PACK INSTALLATION → TAB [E][F] 
USER

2 Press the [5 ▼] (UNINSTALL) button to uninstall the Expansion 
Pack.
Follow the on-display instructions.

3 Press the [F] (YES) button when the message indicating 
completion of the uninstall operation appears.
The instrument will be restarted automatically.

Song, Style or Registration Memory containing Expansion 
Voices or Styles
Song, Style or Registration Memory containing any Expansion Voices or 
Styles will not sound properly or cannot be called up, if the Expansion Pack 
data does not exist in the instrument. 
We recommend that you record the name of the Expansion Pack when you 
create the data (Song, Style or Registration Memory) using Expansion 
Voices or Styles, so that you can easily find and install the Expansion Pack 
when necessary.

Uninstalling an Expansion Pack

2

NOTICE

The instrument will be restarted 
when the uninstallation opera-
tion is completed. Save all data 
currently being edited before-
hand, otherwise the data will be 
lost.
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• [START/STOP] button

• [SYNC START] button

• [SYNC STOP] button

• INTRO [I] – [III] buttons

• ENDING/rit. [I] – [III] buttons

Operating Style Playback

To Start/Stop Playing

Style starts playing back as soon as the [START/STOP] button is 
pressed. To stop playback, press the button again.

This puts the Style playback in “standby.” The Style starts play-
ing back when you press any note on the keyboard (when 
[ACMP] is off) or you play a chord with your left hand (when 
[ACMP] is on). During the Style playback, pressing this button 
stops playing and puts the playback in “standby.” 

NOTE

When the fingering mode is set to 
“Full Keyboard” or “AI Full Key-
board,” Synchro Stop cannot be 
turned on.
To change the fingering mode: 
[FUNCTION] → [C] STYLE SETTING/
SPLIT POINT/CHORD FINGERING → 
TAB [E][F] CHORD FINGERING. 

You can start and stop the Style anytime you want by simply 
playing or releasing the keys in the chord section of the key-
board. Make sure that the [ACMP] button is on, press the [SYNC 
STOP] button, then play the keyboard.

The PSR-A2000 features three different Intro sections to add 
an introduction before starting the Style playback. After 
pressing one of the INTRO [I] – [III] buttons, start playback 
by using the [START/STOP] button or [SYNC START] but-
ton. When the Intro finishes playing, the Style playback 
automatically shifts to the Main section.

The PSR-A2000 features three different Ending sections to 
add an ending before stopping Style playback. When you 
press one of the ENDING [I] – [III] buttons while Style is 
playing back, the Style will automatically stop after the 
ending is played. You can have the ending gradually slow 
down (ritardando) by pressing the same ENDING button 
once again, while the ending is playing.

NOTE

If you press the ENDING/rit. [I] button 
when the Style is playing, a fill-in 
automatically plays before the END-
ING/rit [I].

About the lamp status of the section buttons (INTRO/MAIN VARIATION/
BREAK/ENDING)
• Red: The section is currently selected.
• Red (flashing): The section will be played next, following the currently selected 

section.
• Green: The section contains data but not currently selected.
• Off: The section contains no data and cannot be played.
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You can check the information of the One Touch Setting [1] – [4] assigned to 
currently selected Style. 

1 In the Style Selection display, press the [7 ▲] (OTS INFO.) button 
to call up the Information display.

2 Press the [F] (CLOSE) button to close the Information display.

Confirming the One Touch Setting contents

NOTE

You can also call up the Information 
display by pressing the [DIRECT 
ACCESS] button then pressing one of 
the ONE TOUCH SETTING [1] – [4] 
buttons. 2

1
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4 Press the SONG [F/ II] (PLAY/PAUSE) button to start playback.

5 Press the SONG [■] (STOP) button to stop playback.

• Synchro Start

You can start playback as soon as you start playing the keyboard. While 
playback is stopped, hold down the SONG [■] (STOP) button and press the 
[F/ II] (PLAY/PAUSE) button.
To cancel the Synchro Start function, hold down the SONG [■] (STOP) 
button and press the [F/ II] (PLAY/PAUSE) button once again.

• Pause

Press the [F/ II] (PLAY/PAUSE) button. Pressing it again resumes Song 
playback from the current position.

Queuing the next Song for playback
While a Song is playing back, you can queue up the next Song for playback. 
This is convenient for chaining it to the next Song smoothly during stage 
performance. Select the Song you want play next in the Song Selection 
display, while a Song is playing back. The “NEXT” indication appears at the 
upper right of the corresponding Song name. To cancel this setting, press the 
[8▼] (NEXT CANCEL) button.

Operations During Playback
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4 To stop playback, press the SONG [■] (STOP) button.
The Song position will return to Point A.

5 Press the [REPEAT] button to turn off Repeat playback.

You can record all parts of your performance at once or each part (right-hand, left-
hand and Style playback) independently. This is an effective practice tool, allowing 
you to easily compare your own performance to the original song you are practicing. 
Before starting recording, make the desired panel settings for your keyboard 
performance — selecting a Voice, Style, etc.

1 Press the SONG [REC] button and the [■] (STOP) button 
simultaneously.

A blank Song for recording is automatically set.

2 Press the SONG [REC] button.

3 Start recording.
Recording begins automatically as soon as you play a note on the keyboard, 
start Style playback or start Multi Pad playback.

Specifying the repeat range while Songs are stopped
1. Press the [H] (FF) button to advance to the Point A location.
2. Press the [REPEAT] button to specify Point A.
3. Press the [H] (FF) button to advance to the Point B location.
4. Press the [REPEAT] button again to specify Point B.

Recording Your Performance (Quick Recording)

NOTE

To cancel recording, press the SONG 
[REC] or [■] (STOP) button.

Recording a specific part
In place of step 2, pressing the SONG [TR1] (or [TR2]) button while holding 
the [REC] button enables you to record only the right-hand (or left-hand) part.
Pressing the [EXTRA TR] button while holding the [REC] button enables 
recording of only Style playback.

NOTE

When recording without Style playback, 
turning the [METRONOME] on makes 
your recording sessions much more 
efficient. The Metronome tempo can be 
adjusted by TEMPO [-]/[+] buttons.

NOTE

For Quick Recording, each part will be 
recorded to the following channels.
Keyboard parts: Ch. 1-3
Multi Pad parts: Ch. 5-8
Style parts: Ch. 9-16
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Advanced Features
Refer to the Advanced Features section in this manual, Chapter 3.

Editing Music Notation settings: [SCORE] → [1 ▲▼] – [8 ▲▼] buttons

Editing Lyrics/Text display settings: [LYRICS/TEXT] → [1 ▲▼] – [6 ▲▼] buttons

Using the Auto Accompaniment 
Features with the Song Playback:

[ACMP] → STYLE CONTROL [SYNC 
START] → SONG [■] + [F/ II] → STYLE 
CONTROL [START/STOP]

Song Playback related parameters: [FUNCTION] → [B] SONG SETTING

• Keyboard and Vocal Practice Using 
the Guide Function:

→ [A]/[B] GUIDE MODE

• Playing Backing Parts with the Perfor-
mance Assistant Technology:

→ [8 ▲▼] P.A.T.

Creating/Editing Songs
(Song Creator):

[FUNCTION] → [F] DIGITAL REC MENU → 
[A] SONG CREATOR

• Recording Melodies (Step Recording): → TAB [E][F] 1-16

• Recording Chords (Step Recording): → TAB [E][F] CHORD

• Re-Recording a Specific Section—
Punch In/Out:

→ TAB [E][F] REC MODE

• Editing Channel Events: → TAB [E][F] CHANNEL

• Editing Chord events, Notes, System 
Exclusive events and Lyrics:

→ TAB [E][F] CHORD, 1-16, SYS/EX. 
or LYRICS
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– Adding Musical Phrases to Your Performance –

The Multi Pads can be used to play a number of short pre-
recorded rhythmic and melodic sequences that can be used to 
add impact and variety to your keyboard performances.
Multi Pads are grouped in Banks or four each. The PSR-A2000 
features a variety of Multi Pad Banks in a variety of different 
musical genres.

1 Press the MULTI PAD CONTROL [SELECT] button to call up the 
Multi Pad Bank Selection display, then select the desired bank.
Select pages using the [1 ▲] – [7 ▲] buttons that correspond to “P1, P2...” in the 
display or pressing the MULTI PAD CONTROL [SELECT] button repeatedly, 
then use the [A] – [J] buttons to select the desired bank.

2 Press any of the MULTI PAD CONTROL [1] – [4] buttons to play a 
Multi Pad phrase.
The corresponding phrase (in this case, for Pad 1) starts playing back in its 
entirety at the currently set tempo. You can even play two or more Multi Pads at 
the same time.

3 Press the [STOP] button to stop playback of the Multi Pad(s).
If you want to stop specific pads, simultaneously hold down the [STOP] button 
and press the pad(s) you wish to stop.

Playing the Multi Pads

1

1

NOTE

There are two types of Multi Pad data. 
Some types will play back once and 
stop when they reach to the end. Oth-
ers will be play back repeatedly.

NOTE

Pressing the pad during its playback 
will stop playing and begin playing 
from the top again.

About the color of the Multi Pads
• Green: Indicates that the corresponding pad contains data (phrase).
• Red: Indicates that the corresponding pad is playing back.
• Red (flashing): Indicates that the corresponding pad is in standby (Syn-

chro Start).
• Off: Indicates that the corresponding pad contains no data and cannot be 

played.

3
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While holding the MULTI PAD CONTROL [SELECT] button, press one of the 
MULTI PAD CONTROL [1] – [4] buttons to put the Multi Pad playback in standby. 
The corresponding button will flash in red. You can even play two, three, or four 
Multi Pads at the same time.

The Multi Pad currently set to standby will start playing when you play back a Style, 
press any note on the keyboard (when [ACMP] is off), or play a chord with your left 
hand (when [ACMP] is on). If you put the Multi Pad in standby during Song/Style 
playback, pressing any note on the keyboard (when [ACMP] is off), or playing a 
chord with your left hand (when [ACMP] is on) will start the Multi Pad playback at 
the top of the next bar.
When two or more Multi Pads are in standby, pressing one of them simultaneously 
starts all Multi Pads that are set to standby.

To cancel Synchro Start, while holding the MULTI PAD CONTROL [SELECT] (or 
[STOP]) button, press one of the [1] – [4] buttons. Pressing the MULTI PAD 
CONTROL [STOP] button once cancels Synchro Start of all buttons.

Many of the Multi Pad phrases are melodic or chordal and you can have these 
phrases automatically change chords along with the chords you play with your left 
hand. When the [ACMP] is on or LEFT part is on, simply play a chord with your left 
hand and press any of the Multi Pads— Chord Match changes the pitch to match the 
chords you play. Keep in mind that some Multi Pads are not affected by Chord 
Match. 

In this example, the phrase for Pad 1 will be transposed into F major before playing 
back. Try out other various chord types while playing the Multi Pads.

Using the Multi Pad Synchro Start Function 

Using Chord Match

Chord Section

Advanced Features
Refer to the Advanced Features section in this manual, Chapter 4.

Multi Pad creating (Multi Pad 
Creator):

[FUNCTION] → [F] DIGITAL REC MENU → [C] MULTI 
PAD CREATOR

Multi Pad editing: Multi Pad Bank Selection display → [8▼] (EDIT)
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Song data (AUDIO) in the USB Audio Selection display
1-1 Press the [USB] button to call up the Playback display (AUDIO PLAYER 

display).

1-2 Press the [8 ▲▼] (FILE SELECT) button to display the song data (Audio 
file) in the connected USB storage device.

2 Press the [A] – [J] buttons corresponding to the desired file.

3 Press the [6 ▲] (ADD TO MF) button to register the selected data 
to Music Finder.
The display automatically changes to the Music Finder Record Edit display.

4 Press [8 ▲] (OK) button to start the registration.
Press the [8 ▼] (CANCEL) button to cancel the registration.

5 Check the song data (SONG/AUDIO) is added in the MUSIC 
FINDER display.
The song data is shown as SONG or AUDIO in the STYLE column.

3
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Registration Memory 
– Saving and Recalling Custom Panel Setups –

The Registration Memory function allows you to save (or 
“register”) virtually all panel settings to a Registration Memory 
button, and then instantly recall your custom panel settings by 
simply pressing a single button. The registered settings for eight 
Registration Memory buttons should be saved as a single Bank 
(file).

1 Set up the panel controls (such as Voice, Style, effects, and so 
on) as desired.

2 Press the [MEMORY] button in the REGISTRATION MEMORY 
section.
The display for selecting the items to be registered appears.

3 Determine the items you want to register.
Select the desired item by using the [2▲▼] – [7▲▼] buttons, then enter or 
remove the checkmark by using the [8▲] (MARK ON)/ [8▼] (MARK OFF) 
buttons.
To cancel the operation, press the [I] (CANCEL) button.

Registering Your Panel Setups

3
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The saved Registration Memory Bank files can be recalled by using the REGIST 
BANK [-]/[+] buttons or the following procedure.

1 Press the REGIST BANK [+] and [-] buttons simultaneously to 
call up the REGISTRATION BANK Selection Display.

2 Press one of the [A] – [J] buttons to select a Bank.
You can also use the [DATA ENTRY] dial and the [ENTER] button to select a 
Bank.

3 Press one of the green-lit numbered buttons ([1] – [8]) in the 
Registration Memory section.

Recalling a Registered Panel Setup

NOTE

When recalling the setups including 
Song/Style file selection from a USB 
storage device, make sure that the 
appropriate USB storage device 
including the registered Song/Style is 
connected into the [USB TO DEVICE] 
terminal.

NOTE

Turning the [FREEZE] button on dis-
ables recall of specific item(s). To use 
this function, you need to select the 
item(s) not to be recalled by access-
ing [FUNCTION] → [E] REGIST 
SEQUENCE/FREEZE/VOICE SET → 
TAB [E][F] FREEZE.

22
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5 Press the [2 ▲▼] (F/ II) button to play back.

You can stop, pause, select, rewind, and forward by using the [1 ▲▼] – [6 ▲▼] 
buttons. Moreover, you can set the REPEAT mode by pressing the [7 ▲] button and 
adjust the volume by pressing the [7 ▼] button.

• Playing back audio files repeatedly
Press the [7 ▲] (REPEAT) button then set the REPEAT mode of the audio file by 
using the [7 ▲▼] buttons. To close the setting display, press the [8 ▲▼] (CLOSE) 
button.

OFF Plays through the selected file, then stops.

SINGLE Plays through the selected file repeatedly.

ALL Continues playback through all the files in the folder containing the cur-
rent file repeatedly.

RANDOM Randomly and repeatedly plays back all files in the folder containing 
the current file.

NOTICE

Never attempt to disconnect the 
USB flash memory or turn the 
power off during playback. 
Doing so may corrupt the USB 
flash memory data.

Playback-related Operations 
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5 Start recording by pressing the [J] (REC) button, then start your 
performance.
When recording begins, the elapsed recording time is shown on the right side of 
the Recording display.

6 Stop recording by pressing the [J] (STOP) button.
The file name is automatically named, and a message indicating the file name is 
displayed.

Check the information of the USB flash memory as a recording 
destination
On the display of step 4, press the [E] (PROPERTY) button to check the 
number of the USB flash memory device, memory size of the device, avail-
able recording space on the device, and available time for recording.

Press the [F] (OK)/[EXIT] button to close the PROPERTY display.

NOTICE

Never attempt to disconnect the 
USB flash memory or turn the 
power off during playback. 
Doing so may corrupt the USB 
flash memory data or the 
recording data.

NOTE

Even if you make a mistake in your 
performance, you cannot overwrite an 
existing file. Delete the recorded file 
on the File Selection display, then 
record your performance again.

NOTE

The recording operation continues, 
even if you close the Recording dis-
play by pushing the [EXIT] button. 
Press the [E] (RECORDER) button to 
call up the Recording display again, 
then stop the recording by pressing 
the [J] (STOP) button.
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2 While holding the SCALE MEMORY [MEMORY] button, press 
one of the SCALE MEMORY [1]–[5] buttons (the desired one for 
memorizing the scale settings).

The corresponding SCALE MEMORY button will light. Any data that was 
previously in the selected location is erased and replaced by the new settings.

3 Memorize scale settings to other buttons by repeating steps 1 
and 2 above.
The memorized settings can be recalled by simply pressing the desired number 
button.

The scale settings memorized to the SCALE MEMORY [1]–[5] buttons can be 
saved as a single Scale Tune Bank file.

1 Press the [DIRECT ACCESS] button, followed by the [EXIT] 
button to call up the Main display.

NOTE

The [RESET] button lights up when all 
notes are of normal pitch.

About the lamp status of the [1]–[5] buttons
• On: Data registered and currently selected

• Off: No data registered, or not currently selected

NOTICE

The scale settings memorized to 
the numbered button will be lost 
if you turn the power to the 
instrument off without executing 
the Save operation.

Instantly resetting the Scale Settings
Pressing the SCALE MEMORY [RESET] button can reset all notes to nor-
mal pitch (0 cent). This operation does not erase the settings memorized to 
the [1]–[5] buttons.

Saving the Scale Memory as a Bank File

Bank 01

Bank 02

Bank 03

Bank 04

2
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Connections
– Using Your Instrument with Other Devices –

Before connecting the instrument to other electronic components, turn off the power of all the 
components. Also, before turning any components on or off, make sure to set all volume 
levels to minimum (0). Otherwise, electrical shock or damage to the components may occur.

You can connect a stereo system to amplify the instrument’s sound by using the 
OUTPUT [L/L+R]/[R] jacks.

When these are connected, you can use the instrument’s [MASTER VOLUME] 
control to adjust the volume of the sound output to the external device.

You can connect the output jacks of an external device (such as CD player, tone 
generator, etc.) to the instrument’s AUX IN [L/L+R]/[R] jacks, letting you hear the 
sound of that device through the built-in speakers of the instrument.

CAUTION

NOTE

Use audio cables and adaptor plugs 
having no (zero) resistance.

NOTE

Use only the [L/L+R] jack for connec-
tion with a monaural device.

NOTICE

When the instrument’s sound is 
output to an external device, 
first turn on the power to the 
instrument, then to the external 
device. Reverse this order when 
you turn the power off.

NOTICE

Do not route the output from the 
[OUTPUT] jacks to the [AUX IN] 
jacks. If you make this connec-
tion, the signal input at the 
[AUX IN] jacks is output from 
the [OUTPUT] jacks. These con-
nections could result in a feed-
back loop that will make normal 
performance impossible, and 
may even damage both pieces 
of equipment.

NOTICE

When the sound of an external 
device is output to the instru-
ment, first turn on the power to 
the external device, then to the 
instrument. Reverse this order 
when you turn the power off.

NOTE

Use only the [L/L+R] jack for connec-
tion with a monaural device.
NOTE

The instrument’s [MASTER VOL-
UME] setting affects the input signal 
from the [AUX IN] jacks.

Connecting Audio Devices

Using External Audio Devices for Playback

Playing External Audio Devices with the Built-in Speakers 

Phone plug 
(standard)

Audio cable

Phone plug 
(standard)

Input jack

Powered speaker

Phone plug 
(standard)

Audio cable

Pin plug 

LINE OUT

CD player,
Tone generator
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Optional footswitches (Yamaha FC4 or FC5) and an optional Foot controller 
(Yamaha FC7) can be connected to one of the FOOT PEDAL jacks. A footswitch 
can be used for switching functions on and off, while a foot controller controls 
continuous parameter such as volume.

Default functions

By assigning the function for each foot switch/controller, you can conveniently 
control sustain and volume with either pedal jack or control many other functions by 
pedal.

• Example: Controlling Song Start/Stop by footswitch
Connect a footswitch (FC4 or FC5) to one of the FOOT PEDAL jacks.
To assign the function to the connected pedal, select “SONG PLAY/PAUSE” in the 
operation display: [FUNCTION] → [D] CONTROLLER → TAB [E][F] FOOT 
PEDAL. 

Connecting a Footswitch/Foot Controller

FOOT PEDAL 1 Switches sustain on or off. Use the FC4 or FC5 footswitch.

FOOT PEDAL 2 Controls the volume (expression function). Use the FC7 foot 
controller.

NOTE

Make sure to connect or disconnect 
the pedal only when the power is off.

Advanced Features
Refer to the Advanced Features section in this manual, Chapter 10.

Assigning specific functions to each 
foot pedal:

[FUNCTION] → [D] CONTROLLER → TAB 
[E][F] FOOT PEDAL

FC4 FC7FC5
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When a USB storage device is connected or media is inserted, a message may appear 
prompting you to format the device/media. If so, execute the format operation.

1 Insert a USB storage device for formatting into the [USB TO 
DEVICE].

2 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [I] UTILITY → TAB [E][F] MEDIA

3 Press the [A]/[B] buttons to select the USB device to be 
formatted from the device list.
The indications USB 1, USB 2, etc. will be displayed depending on the number 
of the connected devices.

4 Press the [H] (FORMAT) button to format the device/media.

Formatting a USB Storage Device

NOTICE

The format operation deletes 
any previously existing data. 
Make sure that the media you 
are formatting does not contain 
important data. Proceed with 
caution, especially when con-
necting multiple USB storage 
medias.

Confirming the remaining memory
You can check the remaining memory of the connected USB storage device 
by pressing the [F] (PROPERTY) button in step 4 above.

2

4
3
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10
By connecting a computer to the [USB TO HOST] terminal, you can transfer data 
between the instrument and the computer via MIDI, and use the computer to control, 
edit and organize data on the instrument.

1 Before connection, turn off the power of this instrument.

2 Start the computer.
Do not start any applications on the computer.

3 Connect the instrument and computer via a USB cable.
Make the connection directly without passing through a USB hub.

4 Turn on the power of this instrument.
The USB-MIDI driver will be installed to the computer automatically.

OS: Windows XP (SP3 or later)/Windows Vista *Only 32-bit, Windows 7, 
Mac OS X Version 10.5.0–10.6.x

When data communication is unstable or some problem occurs even though 
you’ve executed the above instructions, download the Yamaha Standard USB-
MIDI driver from the following URL then install it to your computer. For 
instructions on installation, refer to the Install Guide included in the package 
file.

http://download.yamaha.com/

For details about OS for Yamaha Standard USB-MIDI driver, visit the URL 
above.

Connecting to a Computer
NOTE

You can also use the MIDI IN/OUT 
terminals to connect to a computer. In 
this case, a MIDI interface (such as 
the Yamaha UX16) is needed. For 
more information, refer to the owner’s 
manual of the MIDI interface.
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NOTE

• When using a USB cable to connect 
the instrument to your computer, 
make the connection directly with-
out passing through a USB hub.

• For information on setting up your 
sequence software, refer to the 
owner’s manual of the relevant soft-
ware.

Precautions when using the [USB TO HOST] terminal
When connecting the computer to the [USB TO HOST] terminal, make sure 
to observe the following points. Failing to do so risks freezing the computer 
and corrupting or losing the data. If the computer or the instrument freezes, 
restart the application software or the computer OS, or turn the power to the 
instrument off then on again.

NOTICE

• Use an AB type USB cable of less than 3 meters. USB 3.0 cables cannot be used.
• Before connecting the computer to the [USB TO HOST] terminal, exit from any power-saving 

mode of the computer (such as suspend, sleep, standby).
• Before turning on the power to the instrument, connect the computer to the [USB TO HOST] ter-

minal.
• Execute the following before turning the power to the instrument on/off or plugging/unplugging 

the USB cable to/from the [USB TO HOST] terminal.
• Quit any open application software on the computer.
• Make sure that data is not being transmitted from the instrument. (Data is transmitted only by 

playing notes on the keyboard or playing back a song.)
• While the computer is connected to the instrument, you should wait for six seconds or more 

between these operations: (1) when turning the power of the instrument off then on again, or (2) 
when alternately connecting/disconnecting the USB cable.
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The GM/XG Voices cannot be directly called up from the VOICE category selection buttons. However, they 
can be called up via panel operation by following the procedure below.

1 Press one of the PART SELECT button to which you want to call up the desired Voice.

2 Press one of the VOICE category selection buttons to call up the Voice Selection 
display.

3 Press the [8 ▲] (UP) button to call up the Voice categories.

4 Press the [2 ▲] (P2) button to display Page 2.

5 Press the desired [A]–[J] button to call up the Voice Selection display of GM/XG 
Voices, GM2 Voices, etc.

6 Select the desired Voice.

Selecting GM/XG or Other Voices from the Panel

43
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Setting the Touch Sensitivity of the Keyboard

You can adjust the touch response of the instrument (how the sound responds to the way you play the keys). 
The touch sensitivity type becomes the common setting for all Voices. 

NOTE Some Voices are purposely designed without touch sensitivity, in order to emulate the true characteristics of the actual instrument (for example, conventional 
organs, which have no touch response).

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [D] CONTROLLER → TAB [E][F] KEYBOARD/PANEL

2 Use the [A] button to select “1 INITIAL TOUCH.”

3 Use the [1 ▲▼]–[7 ▲▼] buttons to specify the touch response.

1 INITIAL TOUCH

Effect-Related Settings

[1 ▲▼]/
[2 ▲▼]

TOUCH Determines the Initial Touch sensitivity setting.

HARD 2
Requires strong playing to produce high volume. Best for players with a 
heavy touch.

HARD 1
Requires moderately strong playing for higher volume.

NORMAL
Standard touch response.

SOFT 1
Produces high volume with moderate playing strength.

SOFT 2
Produces relatively high volume even with light playing strength. Best for 
players with a light touch.

[4 ▲▼] TOUCH OFF 
LEVEL

Determines the fixed volume level when Touch is set to “OFF.”

[5 ▲▼]–
[7 ▲▼]

LEFT–RIGHT2 Turns Initial Touch on or off for each keyboard part.

2

3
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Selecting the Harmony/Echo type

You can select the desired Harmony/Echo effect from a variety of types. 

NOTE When the [MONO] button is turned to on or you use the Super Articulation Voices, the Harmony/Echo effect may not work properly.

1 Turn the [HARMONY/ECHO] button on.

2 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [G] HARMONY/ECHO

3 Use the [1 ▲▼]–[3 ▲▼] buttons to select the Harmony/Echo type.
The Harmony/Echo types are divided into the following groups, depending on the particular effect 
applied.

■ Harmony Types
When one of the Harmony Types is selected, the Harmony effect is applied to the note played in the right-
hand section of the keyboard according to the type selected above and the chord specified in the chord 
section of the keyboard shown below.

■ Multi Assign Type
The Multi Assign effect automatically assigns notes played simultaneously on the right-hand section of the 
keyboard to separate parts (Voices). Both of the keyboard part [RIGHT 1] and [RIGHT 2] should be turn 
on when using the Multi Assign effect. The Right 1 and Right 2 Voices are alternately assigned to the notes 
in the order you play. 

Harmony Types
These types apply the harmony effect to notes played in the right-hand sec-
tion of the keyboard according to the chord specified in the left-hand section 
of the keyboard. (Note that the “1+5” and “Octave” settings are not affected 
by the chord.)

Multi Assign Type
This type applies a special effect to chords played in the right-hand section 
of the keyboard.

Echo Types
These types apply echo effects to notes played in the right-hand section of 
the keyboard in time with the currently set tempo.

Split Point 
(for the Voice)

LEFT Voice and chord section 
for Harmony effect

RIGHT 1 and 2 Voices
Chord section for Style playback 
and Harmony effect

Chord section for 
Style playback and 
Harmony effect

Split Point

Split Point 
(for Style playback)

Split Point

LEFT Voice RIGHT 1 and 2 
Voices
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■ Echo Types
When one of the Echo Types is selected, the corresponding effect (echo, tremolo, trill) is applied to the 
note played in the right-hand section of the keyboard in time with the currently set tempo, regardless of the 
[ACMP] and the LEFT part on/off status. Keep in mind that Trill works when you hold down two notes on 
the keyboard simultaneously (last two notes if more than two notes are held), and it plays those notes 
alternately.

4 Use the [4 ▲▼]–[8 ▲▼] buttons to select various Harmony/Echo settings.
The available settings differ depending on the Harmony/Echo type.

[4 ▲▼] VOLUME This parameter is available for all types with the exception of “Multi 
Assign.” It determines the level of the harmony/echo notes generated by 
the Harmony/Echo effect. 

[5 ▲▼] SPEED This parameter is only available when Echo, Tremolo, or Trill is selected 
in Type above. It determines the speed of the Echo, Tremolo, and Trill 
effects. 

[6 ▲▼] ASSIGN This parameter is available for all types with the exception of “Multi 
Assign.” This lets you determine the keyboard part via which the har-
mony/echo notes will be sounded. 

[7 ▲▼] CHORD NOTE 
ONLY

This parameter is available when one of the Harmony Types is selected. 
When this is set to “ON,” the Harmony effect is applied only to the note 
(played in the right-hand section of the keyboard) that belongs to a chord 
played in the chord section of the keyboard. 

[8 ▲▼] TOUCH LIMIT This parameter is available for all types with the exception of “Multi 
Assign.” It determines the lowest velocity value at which the harmony 
note will sound. This allows you to selectively apply the harmony by your 
playing strength, letting you create harmony accents in the melody. The 
harmony effect is applied when you play the key strongly (above the set 
value).
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Fine-tuning the Pitch of the Entire Instrument

You can fine-tune the pitch of the entire instrument—useful when you play the PSR-A2000 along with other 
instruments or CD music. Please note that the Tune function does not affect the Drum Kit or SFX Kit Voices 
and audio files.

1 Call up the operation display. 
[FUNCTION] → [A] MASTER TUNE/SCALE TUNE → TAB [E][F] MASTER TUNE

2 Use the [4 ▲▼]/[5 ▲▼] buttons to set the tuning in 0.2 Hz steps, from 414.8–466.8 Hz.
Press the both 4 or 5’s [▲] and [▼] buttons simultaneously to reset the value to the factory setting of 440.0 Hz.

Scale Tuning

You can select various scales for playing in custom tunings for specific historical periods or music genres.

1 Press the [SCALE TUNE] button to call up the SCALE TUNE display.

NOTE You can also call up the operation display as follows: [FUNCTION] → [A] MASTER TUNE/SCALE TUNE → TAB [E][F] SCALE TUNE

2 Use the [A]/[B] buttons to select the desired scale.

■ Preset Scale types

Pitch-Related Settings

EQUAL The pitch range of each octave is divided equally into twelve parts, with each 
half-step evenly spaced in pitch. This is the most commonly used tuning in 
music today.

BAYAT/ RAST Use these tunings when playing Arabic music.

PURE MAJOR, PURE 
MINOR

These tunings preserve the pure mathematical intervals of each scale, espe-
cially for triad chords (root, third, fifth). You can hear this best in actual vocal 
harmonies—such as choirs and a cappella singing.

PYTHAGOREAN This scale was devised by the famous Greek philosopher and is created from a 
series of perfect fifths, which are collapsed into a single octave. The 3rd in this 
tuning are slightly unstable, but the 4th and 5th are beautiful and suitable for 
some leads.

MEAN-TONE This scale was created as an improvement on the Pythagorean scale, by making 
the major third interval more “in tune.” It was especially popular from the 16th 
century to the 18th century. Handel, among others, used this scale.

WERCKMEISTER, 
KIRNBERGER

This composite scale combines the Werckmeister and Kirnberger systems, 
which were themselves improvements on the mean-tone and Pythagorean 
scales. The main feature of this scale is that each key has its own unique char-
acter. The scale was used extensively during the time of Bach and Beethoven, 
and even now it is often used when performing period music on the harpsi-
chord.

The tuning of each note for the cur-
rently selected scale is shown.
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3 Change the following settings as necessary.

 

NOTE To register the Scale Tune settings to the Registration Memory, be sure to checkmark the SCALE item in the REGISTRATION MEMORY CONTENTS dis-
play.

Changing the Part Assignment of the TRANSPOSE Buttons

You can determine to which parts the TRANSPOSE [-]/[+] buttons are applied. 

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [D] CONTROLLER → TAB [E][F] KEYBOARD/PANEL

2 Use the [A]/[B] buttons to select “4. TRANSPOSE ASSIGN.”

3 Press the [4 ▲▼]/[5 ▲▼] buttons to select the desired transpose type.

You can confirm the setting here by viewing the pop-up window called up via the TRANSPOSE [-]/[+] 
buttons.

[2 ▲▼] BASE NOTE Determines the base note for each scale. When the base note is changed, 
the pitch of the keyboard is transposed, yet maintains the original pitch 
relationship between the notes.

NOTE Make sure to set this parameter before setting the TUNE parameter, since the base note is used as 
the root of the scale.

[3 ▲▼]–
[5 ▲▼]

TUNE Select the desired note to be tuned by using the [3 ▲▼] buttons and tune 
it in cents by using the [4 ▲▼]/[5 ▲▼] buttons.

NOTE In musical terms a “cent” is 1/100th of a semitone. (100 cents equal one semitone.)
NOTE The note can also be selected by pressing one of the SCALE SETTING buttons. 

[6 ▲▼]/
[7 ▲▼]

PART SELECT Select the part to which the Scale Tune setting is applied by using the [6 
▲▼]/[7 ▲▼] buttons. Then press the [8 ▲] button to add a checkmark or 
press the [8 ▼] button to remove the checkmark.

[8 ▲▼] MARK ON/OFF

KEYBOARD When this is selected, the TRANSPOSE [-]/[+] buttons affect the pitch of key-
board played Voices, Style playback (controlled by the performance in the 
chord section of the keyboard), and Multi Pad playback (when Chord Match is 
on, and left-hand chords are indicated)—but they do not affect Song playback.

SONG When this is selected, the TRANSPOSE [-]/[+] buttons affect only the pitch of 
Song playback.

MASTER When this is selected, the TRANSPOSE [-]/[+] buttons affect the overall pitch 
of the instrument, except audio playback.
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Editable Parameters in the VOICE SET Displays

The Voice Set parameters are organized into five different displays. The parameters in each display are 
described separately, below. 

NOTE The available parameters differ depending on the Voice.

■ COMMON Page

[1 ▲▼] VOLUME Adjusts the volume of the current edited Voice.

[2 ▲▼]/
[3 ▲▼]

TOUCH SENSE Adjusts the touch sensitivity (velocity sensitivity), or how greatly the vol-
ume responds to your playing strength.

DEPTH
Determines the velocity sensitivity, or how much the level of the Voice 
changes in response to your playing strength (velocity).

OFFSET
Determines the amount by which received velocities are adjusted for the 
actual velocity effect.

[4 ▲▼]/
[5 ▲▼]

PART OCTAVE Shifts the octave range of the edited Voice up or down in octaves. When 
the edited Voice is used as any of the RIGHT 1–2 parts, the R1/R2 param-
eter is available; when the edited Voice is used as the LEFT part, the 
LEFT parameter is available.

[6 ▲▼] MONO/POLY Determines whether the edited Voice is played monophonically or poly-
phonically. This setting can also be made from the VOICE CONTROL 
[MONO] button on the panel.

[7 ▲▼] PORTAMENTO 
TIME

Sets the portamento time (pitch transition time) when the edited Voice is 
set to “MONO” above.

NOTE The Portamento Time determines the pitch transition time. Portamento is a function that creates a 
smooth transition in pitch from the first note played on the keyboard to the next.

0
64 127

64

127

0
64 127

64

127

Actual Velocity for 
tone generator

Depth=127 (twice)

Depth=64 (normal)

Depth=32 (half)

Depth=0

TOUCH SENSE DEPTH
Changes to velocity curve according to 
VelDepth (with Offset set to 64)

Received Velocity 
(Actual KeyOn speed)

TOUCH SENSE OFFSET
Changes to velocity curve according to 
VelOffset (with Depth set to 64)

Actual Velocity for 
tone generator

Received Velocity 
(Actual KeyOn 
speed)

Offset=96 (+64)
Offset=127 (+127)

Offset=64 (normal)

Offset=32 (-64)

Offset=0 (-127)

Depends 
on offset

Depends 
on offset
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■ CONTROLLER Page
1 JOYSTICK +Y, 2 JOYSTICK -Y
The joystick can be used to modulate the parameters below by moving it up or down (away from you or 
towards you).
Here, you can set the degree to which the joystick modulates each of the following parameters. The degree 
to which the up and down movements affect the parameter can also be set independently.

■ SOUND Page
FILTER
Filter is a processor that changes the timbre or tone of a sound by either blocking or passing a specific 
frequency range. The parameters below determine the overall timbre of the sound by boosting or cutting a 
certain frequency range. In addition to making the sound either brighter or mellower, Filter can be used to 
produce electronic, synthesizer-like effects.

[2 ▲▼] FILTER Determines the degree to which the joystick modulates the Filter Cutoff 
Frequency. For details about the filter, see below.

[3 ▲▼] AMPLITUDE Determines the degree to which the joystick modulates the amplitude 
(volume).

[5 ▲▼] LFO PMOD Determines the degree to which the joystick modulates the pitch, or the 
vibrato effect.

[6 ▲▼] LFO FMOD Determines the degree to which the joystick modulates the Filter modula-
tion, or the wah effect.

[7 ▲▼] LFO AMOD Determines the degree to which the joystick modulates the amplitude, or 
the tremolo effect.

[1 ▲▼] BRIGHT. 
(Brightness)

Determines the cutoff frequency or 
effective frequency range of the fil-
ter (see diagram). Higher values 
result in a brighter sound.

[2 ▲▼] HARMO. (Har-
monic Content)

Determines the emphasis given to 
the cutoff frequency (resonance), 
set in BRIGHT. above (see dia-
gram). Higher values result in a 
more pronounced effect.

Volume

These frequencies are 
“passed” by the filter.

Cutoff 
range

Frequency 
(pitch)

Cutoff Frequency

Volume

Frequency (pitch)

Resonance
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The instrument has a variety of Style playback functions which can be accessed in the display below.

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [C] STYLE SETTING/SPLIT POINT/CHORD FINGERING → TAB [E][F] STYLE 
SETTING

2 Use the [1 ▲▼]–[8 ▲▼] buttons for each setting.

Style Playback Related Settings

[1 ▲▼] STOP ACMP When [ACMP] is turned on and [SYNC START] is off, you can play 
chords in the chord section of the keyboard with the Style stopped, and 
still hear the accompaniment chord. In this condition—called “Stop 
Accompaniment”—any valid chord fingerings are recognized and the 
chord root/type are shown in the display. Here, you can determine 
whether the chord played in the chord section will sound or not in the 
Stop Accompaniment status.

OFF
The chord played in the chord section will not sound.

STYLE
The chord played in the chord section will sound via the Voices for the 
Pad part and the Bass channel of the selected Style.

FIXED
The chord played in the chord section will sound via the specified Voice, 
regardless of the selected Style.

NOTE When the selected Style contains MegaVoices, unexpected sounds may result when this is set to 
“STYLE.”

NOTE When you record a song, the chord detected by playing the Stop Accompaniment can be recorded 
regardless of the setting here. Please note that both the Voice that is sounded and the chord data 
will be recorded when set to “STYLE,” and only the chord data will be recorded when set to “OFF” 
or “FIXED.”

[3 ▲▼] SYNCHRO 
STOP WIN-
DOW

This determines how long you can hold a chord before the Synchro Stop 
function is automatically cancelled. When the [SYNC STOP] button is 
turned on and this is set to a value other than “OFF,” this is automatically 
cancels the Synchro Stop function if you hold a chord for longer than the 
time set here. This conveniently resets Style playback control to normal, 
letting you release the keys and still have the Style play. In other words, if 
you release the keys sooner than the time set here, the Synchro Stop func-
tion works.
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[4 ▲▼] STYLE TOUCH Turns touch response for the Style playback on/off. When this is set to 
“ON,” the Style volume changes in response to your playing strength in 
the chord section of the keyboard.

[5 ▲▼]/
[6 ▲▼]

SECTION SET Determines the default section that is automatically called up when 
selecting different Styles (when Style playback is stopped). When set to 
“OFF” and Style playback is stopped, the active section is maintained 
even if the different Style is selected. When any of the MAIN A–D sec-
tions is not included in the Style data, the nearest section is automatically 
selected. For example, when MAIN D is not contained in the selected 
Style, MAIN C will be called up.

[7 ▲▼] TEMPO This determines whether the tempo setting of the Style changes or not 
when you change Styles.

LOCK
The previous tempo setting is always maintained.

HOLD
During Style playback, the previous tempo setting is maintained. 
When Style playback is stopped, the tempo changes to that of the initial 
default tempo for the selected Style.

RESET
The tempo always changes to that of the initial default tempo for the 
selected Style.

[8 ▲▼] PART ON/OFF This determines whether the Style Part Channel On/Off status changes or 
not when you change Styles.

LOCK
The Channel On/Off status of the previous Style is always maintained.

HOLD
During Style playback, the Channel On/Off status of the previous Style is 
maintained. 
When Style playback is stopped, all Style Channels are set to On.

RESET
All Style Channels are set to On.
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These are the settings (there are two Split Points) that separate the different sections of the keyboard: the 
Chord section, the LEFT part section and the RIGHT 1 and 2 section. The two Split Point settings (below) 
are specified as note names.

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [C] STYLE SETTING/SPLIT POINT/CHORD FINGERING → TAB [E][F] SPLIT 
POINT

2 Set the Split Point.

Split Point Settings

[F] Split Point (S+L) Sets the Split Point (S) and Split Point (L) to the same note. Press the [F] 
button and rotate the [DATA ENTRY] dial. You can also specify the Split 
Point directly from the keyboard by pressing the desired key on the key-
board while holding the [F] button.

[G] Split Point (S) Sets each Split Point. Press one of the desired buttons and rotate the 
[DATA ENTRY] dial. You can also specify the Split Point directly from 
the keyboard by pressing the desired key on the keyboard while holding 
the [G] or [H] button.

NOTE Split Point (L) cannot be set lower than Split Point (S).

[H] Split Point (L)

[1 ▲▼]/
[2 ▲▼]

STYLE You can specify each Split Point by note name. “STYLE” indicates Split 
Point (S) and “LEFT” indicates Split Point (L).

[3 ▲▼]/
[4 ▲▼]

LEFT

Split Point (S)

Chord section
Voice RIGHT 

1–2

Split Point (L)

Voice LEFT

Split Point (S+L)

Chord section 
+ Voice LEFT

Voice RIGHT 1 and 2
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You can create your own One Touch Setting setups.

1 Select the desired Style to memorize your One Touch Setting.

2 Set up the panel controls (such as Voice, effects, and so on) as desired.

3 Press the [MEMORY] button.

4 Press one of the ONE TOUCH SETTING [1]–[4] buttons.
A message appears in the display prompting you to save the panel settings.

5 Press [F] (YES) button to call up the Style Selection display and save the panel 
settings as a Style file.

NOTICE

The panel settings memorized to each OTS button will be lost if you change the Style or turn the power off without executing the Save 
operation.

Memorizing the Original One Touch Setting

3 4
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5 Use the [5 ▲▼]/[6 ▲▼] buttons to determine the length (number of measures) of the 
selected section, then press the [D] (EXECUTE) button to actually enter the specified 
length.

6 Specify the channel to be recorded by simultaneously holding down the [F] (REC CH) 
button and pressing the appropriate numbered button, [1 ▼]–[8 ▼].
To cancel the selection, press the corresponding [1 ▼]–[8 ▼] button again.

7 Call up the Voice Selection display by using the [1 ▲]–[8 ▲] buttons and select the 
desired Voice for the corresponding recording channels.
Press the [EXIT] button to close the Voice Selection display.

8 If necessary, delete a channel by simultaneously holding down the [J] (DELETE) 
button and pressing the appropriate numbered button, [1 ▲]–[8 ▲].
You can cancel the deletion by pressing the same numbered button again before releasing your finger from 
the [J] button.

NOTE When recording channels BASS–PHR2 based on the existing Style, you have to delete the original data before recording.

Recordable Voices
• RHY1 channel

Any except your original Organ Flute Voices are recordable.

• RHY2 channel
Only Drum/SFX Kits are recordable.

• BASS–PHR2 channels
Any except your original Organ Flute and Drum/SFX Kit Voices are recordable.

NOTE Preset Organ Flute Voice can be recorded to the RHY1 and BASS–PHR2 channels.

7

6
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4 Select the channel for which you wish to replace the pattern by using the [A]–[D] and 
[F]–[I] buttons. Call up the Style Selection display by pressing the same button again. 
Select the Style containing the pattern you want to replace in the Style Selection 
display.
To return to the previous screen, press the [EXIT] button after selecting the Style.

5 Select the desired section of the newly imported Style (chosen in step 4) by using the 
[2 ▲▼]/[3 ▲▼] (SECTION) buttons.

6 Select the desired channel for the section (chosen in step 5) by using the [4 ▲▼]/[5 
▲▼] (CHANNEL) buttons.
Repeat steps 4–6 above to replace the patterns of other channels.

7 Press the [J] (SAVE) button to execute the Save operation.

NOTICE

The edited Style will be lost if you change to another Style or turn the power to the instrument off without executing the Save operation.

Playing the Style During Style Assembly
While you are assembling a Style, you can play back the Style and select the method of playback. Use the 
[6 ▲▼]/[7 ▲▼] (PLAY TYPE) buttons in the Style Assembly display to select the playback method.

• SOLO
Mutes all but the selected channel in the ASSEMBLY Page. Any channels set to ON in the RECORD 
display on the BASIC Page are played back simultaneously.

• ON
Plays back the selected channel in the ASSEMBLY Page. Any channels set to other than OFF in the 
RECORD display on the BASIC Page are played back simultaneously.

• OFF
Mutes the selected channel in the ASSEMBLY Page.

6

4

5

[A]–[D], 
[F]–[I] 
buttons
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Editing the Rhythmic Feel

 

1 In the GROOVE Page, use the [A]/[B] buttons to select the edit menu, then edit the 
data by using the [1 ▲▼]–[8 ▲▼] buttons.

1 GROOVE
This lets you add swing to the music or change the “feel” of the beat by making subtle shifts in the timing 
(clock) of the Style. The Groove settings are applied to all channels of the selected Style.

[1 ▲▼]/
[2 ▲▼]

ORIGINAL 
BEAT

Specifies the beats to which Groove timing is to be applied. In other 
words, if “8 Beat” is selected, Groove timing is applied to the 8th notes; if 
“12 Beat” is selected, Groove timing is applied to 8th-note triplets.

[3 ▲▼]/
[4 ▲▼]

BEAT CON-
VERTER

Actually changes the timing of the beats (specified in the ORIGINAL 
BEAT parameter above) to the selected value. For example, when ORIG-
INAL BEAT is set to “8 Beat” and BEAT CONVERTER is set to “12,” all 
8th notes in the section are shifted to 8th-note triplet timing. The “16A” 
and “16B” Beat Converter which appear when ORIGINAL BEAT is set 
to “12 Beat” are variations on a basic 16th-note setting.

[5 ▲▼]/
[6 ▲▼]

SWING Produces a “swing” feel by shifting the timing of the back beats, depend-
ing on the ORIGINAL BEAT parameter above. For example, if the speci-
fied ORIGINAL BEAT value is “8 Beat”, the Swing parameter will 
selectively delay the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th beats of each measure to create 
a swing feel. The settings “A” through “E” produce different degrees of 
swing, with “A” being the most subtle and “E” being the most pro-
nounced.

[7 ▲▼]/
[8 ▲▼]

FINE Selects a variety of Groove “templates” to be applied to the selected sec-
tion. The “PUSH” settings cause certain beats to be played early, while 
“HEAVY” settings delay the timing of certain beats. The numbered set-
tings (2, 3, 4, 5) determine which beats are to be affected. All beats up to 
the specified beat—but not including the first beat—will be played early 
or delayed (for example, the 2nd and 3rd beats, if “3” is selected). In all 
cases, “A” types produce minimum effect, “B” types produce medium 
effect, and “C” types produce maximum effect.

3

1

1

2
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2 DYNAMICS
This changes the velocity/volume (or accent) of certain notes in the Style playback. The Dynamics settings 
are applied to each channel or all channels of the selected Style.

2 Press the [D] (EXECUTE) button to actually enter the edits for each display.
After the operation is completed, this button changes to “UNDO,” letting you restore the original data if 
you are not satisfied with the Groove or Dynamics results. The Undo function only has one level; only the 
previous operation can be undone.

3 Press the [I] (SAVE) button to execute the Save operation.

NOTICE

The edited Style will be lost if you change to another Style or turn the power to the instrument off without executing the Save operation.

[1 ▲▼]/
[2 ▲▼]

CHANNEL Selects the desired channel (part) to which Dynamics is to be applied.

[3 ▲▼]/
[4 ▲▼]

ACCENT TYPE Determines the type of accent applied—in other words, which notes in 
the part(s) are emphasized with the Dynamics settings.

[6 ▲▼] STRENGTH Determines how strongly the selected Accent Type (above) will be 
applied. The higher the value, the stronger the effect.

[7 ▲▼] EXPAND/
COMP.

Expands or compresses the range of velocity values. Values higher than 
100% expand the dynamic range, while values lower than 100% com-
press it.

[8 ▲▼] BOOST/CUT Boosts or cuts all velocity values in the selected section/channel. Values 
above 100% boost the overall velocity, while values below 100% reduce 
it.
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2 NTR/NTT

NTR (Note Transposition Rule)

NTT (Note Transposition Table)
When NTR is set to ROOT TRANS or ROOT FIXED

[3 ▲▼]/
[4 ▲▼]

NTR (Note 
Transposition 
Rule)

Determines the relative position of the root note in the chord, when con-
verted from the Source Pattern in response to chord changes. Refer to the 
list below.

[5 ▲▼]–
[7 ▲▼]

NTT (Note 
Transposition 
Table)

Sets the note transposition table for the source pattern. Refer to the list 
below.

[8 ▲▼] NTT BASS ON/
OFF

The channel for which this is set to ON will be played back by the bass 
root note, when the on-bass chord is recognized by the instrument. When 
NTR is set to GUITAR and this parameter is set to ON, only the note 
which is assigned to bass will be played back by the bass root note. 

ROOT TRANS 
(Root Transpose)

When the root note is transposed, the interval 
between notes is maintained. For example, the 
notes C3, E3 and G3 in the key of C become F3, 
A3 and C4 when they are transposed to F. Use this 
setting for channels that contain melody lines.

ROOT FIXED The note is kept as close as possible to the previ-
ous note range. For example, the notes C3, E3 and 
G3 in the key of C become C3, F3 and A3 when 
they are transposed to F. Use this setting for chan-
nels that contain chord parts.

GUITAR This is exclusively for transposing guitar accompaniment. Notes are trans-
posed to approximate the chords played with natural guitar fingering.

BYPASS When NTR is set to ROOT FIXED, the transposition table used does not do 
any note conversion. When NTR is set to ROOT TRANS, the table used 
only converts the notes by maintaining the pitch relationship between notes.

MELODY Suitable for melody line transposition. Use this for melody channels such 
as Phrase 1 and Phrase 2.

CHORD Suitable for chordal parts transposition. Use this for the Chord 1 and Chord 
2 channels, especially when they contain piano or guitar-like chordal parts.

MELODIC MINOR When the played chord changes from a major to a minor chord, this table 
lowers the third interval in the scale by a semitone. When the chord changes 
from a minor to a major chord, the minor third interval is raised by a 
semitone. Other notes are not changed. Use this for melody channels of Sec-
tions which respond only to major/minor chords, such as Intros and Endings.

MELODIC MINOR 5th In addition to the Melodic Minor transposition above, augmented and 
diminished chords affect the 5th note of the Source Pattern.

HARMONIC MINOR When the played chord changes from a major to a minor chord, this table 
lowers the third and sixth intervals in the scale by a semitone. When the 
chord changes from a minor to a major chord, the minor third and flatted 
sixth intervals are raised by a semitone. Other notes are not changed. Use 
this for chord channels of Sections which respond only to major/minor 
chords, such as Intros and Endings.

When playing 
a C major 
chord.

When playing 
an F major 
chord.

When playing 
a C major 
chord.

When playing 
an F major 
chord.
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4 RTR (Retrigger Rule)
These settings determine whether notes stop sounding or not and how they change pitch in response to 
chord changes.

STOP The notes stop sounding.

PITCH SHIFT The pitch of the note will bend without a new attack to match the type of the 
new chord.

PITCH SHIFT TO 
ROOT

The pitch of the note will bend without a new attack to match the root of the 
new chord.

RETRIGGER The note is retriggered with a new attack at a new pitch corresponding to the 
next chord.

RETRIGGER TO 
ROOT

The note is retriggered with a new attack at the root note of the next chord. 
However, the octave of the new note remains the same.
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To view the lyrics of the selected Song, press the [LYRICS/TEXT] button. If the selected Song contains lyric 
data, you can have the lyrics shown in the display. Even if the Song does not contain lyrics data, you can 
input and show the lyrics, or you can show a text file (created on a computer, .txt file less than 60KB) in the 
display.

NOTE When the lyrics are garbled or unreadable, you may need to change the Lyrics Language setting from the [FUNCTION] → [B] SONG SETTING.
NOTE Line feed (or “carriage return”) is not automatically done in the instrument. If a sentence is not displayed in its entirety because of limitations in the screen 

space, execute the line feed on your computer.

Editing Lyrics/Text Display Settings

[1 ▲▼] TEXT/LYRICS Switches the screen between the Lyrics display (lyrics data in the Song is 
shown) and the Text display (a text file created on a computer is shown).

[2 ▲▼] CLEAR (Text 
display only)

Clears the text from the screen (the text data itself is not erased). 

[3 ▲▼]/
[4 ▲▼]

F-11–P-16 (Text 
display only)

Determines the text type (fixed or proportional) and font size. Fixed is suitable 
for displaying lyrics with chord names, since the positions of chord names are 
“fixed” to the corresponding lyrics. Proportional is suitable for displaying lyr-
ics without chord names or explanatory notes. The numbers 9–20 indicate font 
sizes. This menu appears only when a text file is selected.

[5 ▲▼]/
[6 ▲▼]

TEXT FILE Calls up the text File Selection display. After selecting, press the [EXIT] button 
to return back to the Lyrics/Text display. 

Press [1 ▲▼] 
buttons

Lyrics display Text display

Press the [5 ▲▼]/[6 ▲▼] button 
to actually call up desired text file.
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Playing Backing Parts with the Performance Assistant Technology

This feature makes it exceptionally easy to play the backing parts along with Song playback.

NOTE To use the performance assistant technology, the Song must contain chord data. If the Song contains this data, the current chord name will be displayed in 
the Main display during Song playback, letting you easily check whether the Song contains chord data or not.

1 Select a Song.

2 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [B] SONG SETTING

3 Press the [8 ▲] button to turn the “P.A.T.” (performance assistant technology) on.

4 Press the SONG [>/❙ ❙] (PLAY/PAUSE) button to start playback.

5 Play the keyboard.
The instrument automatically matches your performance on the keyboard to the Song playback and 
chords, no matter what keys you play. It even changes the sound according to the way you play. Try 
playing in the three different ways below.

6 Press the [■] (STOP) button to stop playback.

7 Press the [8 ▲▼] button to turn the “P.A.T.” off.

Playing the left and right 
hand together (method 1).

Playing the left and right 
hand together (method 2).

Playing the left hand and 
right hand alternately.

Play three notes at 
the same time with 
your right hand.

Play several notes one after 
the other with different fin-
gers of your right hand.

Play three notes at 
the same time with 
your right hand.
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In this example, keep in mind that one of the steps involves holding down a key on the keyboard while 
executing the operation.
Select the Voice for recording after calling up the Step Recording display.

NOTE Since the music score displayed on the instrument is generated from the recorded MIDI data, it may not appear exactly the same as shown here.

1 Enter the first and second notes with a slur.

1-1 Press the [G] button to select “f.”

1-2 Press the [H] button to select “Tenuto.”

1-3 Press the [I] button to select the “dotted” note type.

1-4 Select the dotted quarter-note by using the [6 ▲▼] buttons.

1-5 Play the C3 key.

The first note is entered.

1-6 Press the [I] button to select the “normal” note type.

1-7 Press the [7 ▲▼] button to select the eight-note length.

1-8 Play the D3 key.

The second note is entered.

2 Enter the next notes and apply staccato.

2-1 Press the [H] button to select “Staccato.”

2-2 Press the [6 ▲▼] button to select the quarter-note length.

2-3 Play the keys E3 and F3 in order.

The first measure has been completed.

3 To enter a quarter-note rest, press the [6 ▲▼] button again.
To enter the rest, use the [4 ▲▼]–[8 ▲▼] buttons. (Press the button once to select the rest value, and once 
again to actually enter it.) A rest having the specified note length will be entered.

1 2 3 4

Example of Step Recording—Melodies

* The numbers shown in the illustra-
tion correspond to the following 
operation step numbers.
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4 Enter the next notes and apply a tie.

4-1 Press the [G] button to select “mp.”

4-2 Press the [H] button to select “Normal.”

4-3 While holding G3 key on the keyboard, press the [6 ▲▼] button.

Do not release the G3 key yet. Keep holding it while executing the following steps.

4-4 While holding the G3 key, press the C4 key.

Do not release the G3 and C4 keys yet. Keep holding the notes while executing the following step.

4-5 While holding the keys G3 and C4, press the [5 ▲▼] button.

After pressing the button, release the keys.

5 Press the SONG [■] (STOP) button (or press the [C] button) to return to the top of the 
Song, then hear the newly entered Song by pressing the [>/❙ ❙] (PLAY/PAUSE) button.

6 Press the [EXIT] button to exit from the Step Recording display.

7 Press the [I] (SAVE) button to execute the Save operation.

NOTICE

The recorded Song data will be lost if you select another Song or turn the power to the instrument off without executing the Save opera-
tion.
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Example of Step Recording—Chords

NOTE This example uses a Style in 4/4 time.

Before starting, make sure the [AUTO FILL IN] button is set to off.

1 Enter the chords for the Main A section.

1-1 Press the STYLE CONTROL [MAIN A] button.

1-2 Press the [5 ▲▼] button to select the half-note length.

1-3 Play the chord C, F and G in the chord section of the keyboard.

2 Enter the chords for the Break section.

2-1 Press the STYLE CONTROL [BREAK] button.

2-2 Press the [6 ▲▼] button to select the quarter-note length.

2-3 Play the chords F, and G7 in the chord section of the keyboard.

NOTE To enter fill-ins, turn the [AUTO FILL IN] button to ON, and simply press the desired MAIN VARIATION [A]–[D] button.

C F G F G7 C

1 2 3

* The numbers shown in the illustration corre-
spond to the following operation step numbers.

MAIN A BREAK MAIN B

1-2

1-3
1-1

C

F

G

2-2

2-3
2-1

F

G7
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3 Enter the chords for the Main B section.

3-1 Press the STYLE CONTROL [MAIN B] button.

3-2 Press the [4 ▲▼] button to select the whole-note length.

3-3 Play the chord C in the chord section of the keyboard.

4 Press the SONG [■] (STOP) button (or press the [C] button) to return to the top of the 
Song, then hear the newly entered Song by pressing the [>/❙ ❙] (PLAY/PAUSE) button.

5 Press the [EXIT] button to exit from the Step Recording display.

6 Press the [F] (EXPAND) button to convert the input chord change data into the Song 
data.

7 Press the [I] (SAVE) button to execute the Save operation.

NOTICE

The recorded Song data will be lost if you select another Song or turn the power to the instrument off without executing the Save opera-
tion.

3-2

3-1
3-3

C
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Re-Recording a Specific Section—Punch In/Out

When re-recording a specific section of an already-recorded Song, use the Punch IN/OUT function. In this 
method, only the data between the Punch In point and the Punch Out point is overwritten with the newly 
recorded data. Keep in mind that the notes before and after the Punch In/Out points are not recorded over, 
although you will hear them play back normally to guide you in the Punch In/Out timing. 

1 Call up the operation display. 
[FUNCTION] → [F] DIGITAL REC MENU → [A] SONG CREATOR → TAB [E][F] REC MODE

2 Determine the settings for recording.

 

[1 ▲▼]–
[3 ▲▼]

REC START 
(Punch In)

Determines the Punch In timing.

NORMAL
Overwrite recording starts when pressing the SONG [>/❙ ❙] (PLAY/
PAUSE) button or when you play the keyboard in the Synchro Standby 
mode.

FIRST KEY ON
The Song plays back normally, then starts overwrite recording as soon as 
you play the keyboard.

PUNCH IN AT
The Song plays back normally up to the beginning of the indicated Punch 
In measure, then starts overwrite recording at that point. You can set the 
Punch In measure by pressing the [3 ▲▼] button.

[4 ▲▼]–
[6 ▲▼]

REC END 
(Punch Out)

Determines the Punch Out timing.

REPLACE ALL
This deletes all data after the point at which recording is stopped.

PUNCH OUT
The Song position at which recording is stopped is regarded as the Punch 
Out point. This setting maintains all data after the point at which record-
ing is stopped.

PUNCH OUT AT
Actual overwrite recording continues until the beginning of the specified 
Punch Out measure (set with the corresponding display button), at which 
point recording stops and normal playback continues. This setting main-
tains all data after the point at which recording is stopped. You can set the 
Punch Out measure by pressing the [6 ▲▼] buttons.
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1 QUANTIZE
The Quantize function allows you to align the timing of all the notes in a channel. For example, if you 
record the musical phrase shown at right, you may not play it with absolute precision, and your 
performance may have been slightly ahead of or behind the precise timing. Quantize is a convenient way 
of correcting for this.

[2 ▲▼]/
[3 ▲▼]

CHANNEL Determines which MIDI channel in the Song data is to be quantized.

[4 ▲▼]–
[6 ▲▼]

SIZE Selects the quantize size (resolution). For optimum results, you should set 
the Quantize size to the shortest note value in the channel. For example, if 
eighth notes are the shortest in the channel, you should use eighth note as 
the Quantize size. 

The three Quantize settings marked with asterisks (*) are exceptionally 
convenient, since they allow you to quantize two different note values at 
the same time. For example, when the straight eighth notes and eighth 
notes triplet are contained in the same channel, if you quantize by the 
straight eighth notes, all notes in the channel are quantized to straight 
eighth notes—completely eliminating any triplet feel. However, if you 
use the eighth note + eighth note triplet setting, both the straight and trip-
let notes will be quantized correctly.

[7 ▲▼]/
[8 ▲▼]

STRENGTH Determines how strongly the notes will be quantized. A setting of 100% 
produces exact timing. If a value less than 100% is selected, notes will be 
moved toward the specified quantization beats according to the specified 
percentage. Applying less than 100% quantization lets you preserve some 
of the “human” feel in the recording.

After 1/8 note quantization

1/4 note

1/4 note 
triplet

1/16 note

1/16 note 
triplet

1/32 note

1/8 note+
1/8 note triplet*

1/16 note+
1/8 note triplet*

1/16 note+
1/16 note triplet*

1/8 note

1/8 note 
triplet

Settings:

Original data
(assuming 4/4 meter)

Quantizing 
strength =100

Quantizing 
strength =50

Quarter-note length
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2 DELETE
You can delete the data of the specified channel in the Song. Select the channel whose data to be deleted 
by using the [1 ▲▼]–[8 ▲▼] buttons, then press the [D] (EXECUTE) button to execute the operation.

3 MIX
This function lets you mix the data of two channels and place the results in a different channel. It also lets 
you copy the data from one channel to another.

4 CHANNEL TRANSPOSE
This allows you to transpose the recorded data of individual channels up or down by a maximum of two 
octaves in semitone increments.

NOTE Make sure not to transpose channels 9 and 10. In general, Drum Kits are assigned to these channels. If you transpose the channels of Drum Kits, the 
instruments assigned to each key will be changed. 

[2 ▲▼]/
[3 ▲▼]

SOURCE 1 Determines the MIDI channel (1–16) to be mixed. All MIDI events of the 
channel specified here are copied to the destination channel.

[4 ▲▼]/
[5 ▲▼]

SOURCE 2 Determines the MIDI channel (1–16) to be mixed. Only note events of the 
channel specified here are copied to the destination channel. Besides the 
values 1–16, there is a “COPY” setting that allows you to copy the data 
from Source 1 to the destination channel.

[6 ▲▼]/
[7 ▲▼]

DESTINATION Determines the channel into which the mix or copy results will be placed.

[F] CH 1–8/CH 9–16 Toggles between the two channel displays: Channels 1–8, and Channels 9–16.

[G] ALL CH To simultaneously set all channels to the same value, adjust the Channel 
Transpose for one of the channels while holding down this button.
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5 SETUP
The current settings of the Mixing Console display and other panel settings can be recorded to the top 
position of the Song as the Setup data. The Mixing Console and panel settings recorded here are 
automatically recalled when the Song starts.

NOTE Before executing the Setup operation, move the Song position to the top of the Song by pressing the SONG [■] (STOP) button.

[1 ▲▼]–
[7 ▲▼]

SELECT Determines which playback features and functions will be automatically 
called up along with the selected Song. The items selected here can be 
recorded only to the top position of the Song, except for the KEYBOARD 
VOICE.

SONG
Records the tempo setting and all settings made from the Mixing Con-
sole.

KEYBOARD VOICE
Records the panel settings, including the Voice selection of the keyboard 
parts (RIGHT 1, 2, and LEFT) and their on/off status. Panel settings 
recorded here are same as the ones memorized to the One Touch Setting. 
This can be recorded at any point in a Song.

SCORE SETTING
Records the settings in the Score display.

GUIDE SETTING
Records the settings of the Guide functions including the Guide ON/OFF 
setting.

LYRICS SETTING
Records the settings in the Lyrics display.

[8 ▲] MARK ON Add or remove a checkmark to the selected item. Checked items are 
recorded to the Song.

[8 ▼] MARK OFF
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■ Chord Events (CHORD Page)

■ Note Events (1-16 Page)

■ System Exclusive Events (SYS/EX. Page)

■ Lyrics Events (LYRICS Page)

Style Style

Tempo Tempo

Chord Chord root, Chord type, On Bass Chord

Sect Style Section (Intro, Main, Fill In, Break, Ending)

OnOff On/off status for each part (channel) of the Accompaniment Style

CH.Vol Volume for each part (channel) of the Accompaniment Style

S.Vol Overall volume of the Accompaniment Style

Note An individual note within a Song. Includes the note number which corresponds 
to the key which was played, plus a velocity value based on how hard the key is 
played, and the gate time value (the length of a note).

Ctrl (Control Change) Settings to control the Voice, such as volume, pan, filter and effect depth 
(edited via the Mixing Console described in chapter 8), etc.

Prog (Program Change) MIDI program change number for selecting a Voice.

P.Bnd (Pitch Bend) Data for changing the pitch of a Voice continuously. This event is generated by 
moving the joystick right or left.

A.T. (Aftertouch) This event is generated when pressure is applied to a key after the note is 
played.

ScBar (Score Start Bar) Determines the top measure of a Song. 

Tempo Determines the tempo value.

Time (Time signature) Determines the time signature.

Key (Key signature) Determines the key signature, as well as the major/minor setting, for the music 
score shown on the display.

XGPrm (XG parame-
ters)

Allows you to make various detailed changes to the XG parameters. Refer to 
the “MIDI Data Format” in the Data List for details. The Data List is available 
at the Yamaha website.

SYS/EX. (System 
Exclusive)

Displays the System Exclusive data in the Song. Keep in mind that you cannot 
create new data or change the contents of the data here; however, you can 
delete, cut, copy, and paste the data.

Meta (Meta event) Displays the SMF meta events in the Song. Keep in mind that you cannot cre-
ate new data or change the contents of the data here; however, you can delete, 
cut, copy, and paste the data.

Name Allows you to enter the Song name.

Lyrics Allows you to enter lyrics.

Code CR: Enters a line break in the lyrics text.
LF: Clears the currently displayed lyrics and displays the next set of lyrics.
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Displaying Specific Types of Events
In the Event List displays, various types of events are shown. It may sometimes be difficult to pinpoint 
the ones you want to edit. This is where the Filter function comes in handy. It lets you determine which 
event types will be shown in the Event List displays.

1 Press the [H] (FILTER) button in the CHORD, 1-16, SYS/EX. or LYRICS displays.

2 Checkmark the desired item to be displayed.

3 Press the [EXIT] button to execute the settings.

[C] MAIN Displays all main types of events.

[D] CTRL. CHG Displays all specific Control Change message events.

[E] STYLE Displays all types of Style playback related events.

[H] ALL ON Checkmarks all event types.

[I] NOTE/ALL OFF/
CHORD

“NOTE” or “CHORD” selects only NOTE/CHORD data. 
“ALL OFF” removes all checkmarks.

[J] INVERT  Reverses the checkmark settings for all boxes. In other 
words, this enters checkmarks to all boxes that were previ-
ously unchecked and vice versa.

[2 ▲▼]–
[5 ▲▼]

Select and event type to be checked or unchecked.

[6 ▲]/
[7 ▲]

MARK ON Enters/removes the checkmark for the selected event type. 
The checked event types can be shown on the CHORD, 1-16, 
SYS/EX or LYRICS Page.

[6 ▼]/
[7 ▼] 

MARK OFF
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– Adding Musical Phrases to Your Performance –

This feature let you create your original Multi Pad phrases, and also allows you to edit existing Multi Pad 
phrases to create your own.

Multi Pad Realtime Recording

1 Select a Multi Pad Bank to be edited or created from the display called up when you 
press the MULTI PAD CONTROL [SELECT] button.

2 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [F] DIGITAL REC MENU → [C] MULTI PAD CREATOR

3 If necessary, select the desired Voice from VOICE category selection buttons.
After selection, press the [EXIT] button to return to the previous display.

4 Select a particular Multi Pad for recording by pressing any of the [A], [B], [F] and [G] 
buttons. If you want to create the Multi Pad data from scratch, press the [C] (NEW 
BANK) button to call up an empty bank.

5 Press the [H] (REC) button to enter the recording standby status for the Multi Pad 
selected in step 4.

6 Start recording.
Recording begins automatically as soon as you play on the keyboard. 
You can also start recording by pressing the STYLE CONTROL [START/STOP] button. This lets you 
record as much silence as you want before the start of the Multi Pad phrase.
If Chord Match is set to on for the Multi Pad to be recorded, you should record using the notes of the C 
major seventh scale (C, D, E, G, A and B).

NOTE The Organ Flute Voices cannot be recorded. If one of these Voices is set for RIGHT1 part, it will be replaced with a Piano Voice.

Multi Pad Creating (Multi Pad Creator)

4
4

11

109

5
12

C R C C R C
C = Chord note
C, R = Recommended note
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Music Finder
– Calling Up Ideal Setups (Voice, Style, etc.) for Each Song –

As convenient as the Search function is in exploring the depths of the Music Finder records, you may want to 
create a custom “folder” of your favorite records—so you can quickly call up the panel settings and song data 
you use frequently.

1 Select the desired record from the MUSIC FINDER display.

2 Press the [H] (ADD TO FAVORITE) button to add the selected record to the FAVORITE 
display, then press the [G] (YES) button to actually add the record.

3 Call up the FAVORITE display by using the TAB [E][F] buttons, and check to see if the 
record has been added.

Creating a Set of Favorite Records

Deleting Records from the FAVORITE Display

1 Select the record you want to delete from the FAVORITE display.

2 Press the [H] (DELETE FROM FAVORITE) button, then press the [G] (YES) button to actually 
delete the record.

2

3
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You can create a new record by editing the currently selected record. The newly created records are automati-
cally saved in the internal memory.

1 Select the desired record to be edited in the MUSIC FINDER display.

2 Press the [8 ▲▼] (RECORD EDIT) button to call up the EDIT display.

3 Edit the record as desired.

Editing Records

[A] MUSIC Edits the song name. Pressing the [A] button calls up the pop-up window 
to enter the song name.

[B] KEYWORD Edits the keyword. Pressing the [B] button calls up the pop-up window to enter 
the keyword.

[C] STYLE/SONG/
AUDIO

Changes the Style in case of STYLE record (panel settings). Pressing the 
[C] button calls up the Style Selection display. After selecting the desired 
Style, press the [EXIT] button to return back to the Edit display.
For SONG or AUDIO records, this field cannot be edited.

[D] BEAT Changes the beat (time signature) of the record for search purposes.
For SONG or AUDIO records, this field cannot be edited.

NOTE Keep in mind that the Beat setting made here is only for the Music Finder search function; this does 
not affect the actual Beat setting of the Style itself.

[E] FAVORITE Selects whether the edited record is entered to the FAVORITE display or not.

[1 ▲▼] TEMPO Changes the Tempo. For SONG or AUDIO records, this field cannot be changed.

[2 ▲▼] SECTIONS Selects the section that will automatically be called up set when the 
record is selected. This is useful, for example, when you want to have a 
selected Style automatically be set up to start with an Intro section. For 
SONG or AUDIO records, this field cannot be changed.

[4 ▲▼]

[5 ▲▼]/
[6 ▲▼]

GENRE Selects the desired genre.

[7 ▲▼] GENRE NAME Creates a new genre.

[I] DELETE RECORD Deletes the currently selected record.
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4 Enter the edits you’ve made to the record as described below.
Creating a new record
Press the [J] (NEW RECORD) button. The record is added to the ALL display. If you’ve entered the 
record to the FAVORITE display in step 3, the record is added to both the ALL display and the FAVORITE 
display.

Overwriting an existing record
Press the [8 ▲] (OK) button. If you set the record as a Favorite in step 3, the record is added to the 
FAVORITE display. When you edit the record in the FAVORITE display, the record is overwritten.

To cancel and quit the Edit operation, press the [8 ▼] (CANCEL) button.

The Music Finder feature handles all the Records including the presets and additionally created records as a sin-
gle file. Keep in mind that individual records (panel settings and song data) cannot be handled as separate files.

1 Call up the Save display.
[MUSIC FINDER] → [7 ▲▼] FILES

2 Press the TAB [E][F] buttons to select the location for saving (USER/USB).

3 Press the [6 ▼] (SAVE) button to save the file.
All records are saved together as a single file.

Calling Up Music Finder Records Saved to USER/USB

1 Call up the File Selection display.
[MUSIC FINDER] → [7 ▲▼] FILES

2 Use the TAB [E][F] buttons to select USER/USB.

3 Press the [A]–[J] buttons to select the desired Music Finder file.
When the file is selected, a message is displayed according to the content of the file. Press the desired 
button.

Saving the Record as a Single File

[F] REPLACE All Music Finder records currently in the instrument are deleted and 
replaced with the records of the selected file.
NOTICE

Selecting “REPLACE” automatically deletes all your original records from internal memory. 
Make sure that all important data has been archived to another location beforehand.

[G] APPEND The records called up are added to the record currently in the instrument.

[H] CANCEL Selecting this button aborts the operation (the selected file is not called 
up).
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Registration Memory
– Saving and Recalling Custom Panel Setups –

Registration Memory lets you recall all the panel setups you made with a single button press. However, there 
may be times that you want certain items to remain the same, even when switching Registration Memory 
setups. For example, you may want to switch Voices or effect settings while keeping the same 
accompaniment Style. This is where the Freeze function comes in handy. It lets you maintain the settings of 
certain items and leave them unchanged, even when selecting other Registration Memory buttons.

1 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [E] REGIST SEQUENCE/FREEZE/VOICE SET → TAB [E][F] FREEZE

2 Determine the items to be “frozen.”
Select the desired item by using the [2 ▲▼]–[7 ▲▼] buttons, then enter or remove the checkmark by 
using the [8 ▲] (MARK ON)/[8 ▼] (MARK OFF) buttons.

3 Press the [EXIT] button to exit from the operation display.
NOTICE

Settings in the REGISTRATION FREEZE display are automatically saved to the instrument when you exit from this display. However, if you 
turn the power off without exiting from this display, the settings will be lost.

4 Press the [FREEZE] button on the panel to turn the Freeze function on.

Disabling Recall of Specific Items (Freeze)
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Saving the Registration Sequence Settings

The settings for the Sequence order and how Registration Sequence behaves when reaching the end of the 
sequence (SEQUENCE END) are included as part of the Registration Memory Bank file. To store your 
newly programmed Registration Sequence, save the current Registration Memory Bank file.

NOTICE

Keep in mind that all Registration Sequence data is lost when changing Registration Memory Banks, unless you’ve saved it with the Regis-
tration Memory Bank file.

1 Press the REGIST BANK [+] and [-] buttons simultaneously to call up the 
REGISTRATION BANK Selection display.

2 Press the [6 ▼] (SAVE) button to save the Bank file.
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Editing TUNE Parameters

[A]/[B]/
[F]/[G]

PORTAMENTO 
TIME

Portamento is a function that creates a smooth transition in pitch from the 
first note played on the keyboard to the next. The Portamento Time deter-
mines the pitch transition time. Higher values result in a longer pitch 
change time. Setting this to “0” results in no effect. This parameter is 
available when the selected keyboard part is set to Mono.

[C]/[H] PITCH BEND 
RANGE

Determines the pitch bend range for each keyboard part which is affected 
by controlling the joystick. The range is from “0” to “12” with each step 
corresponding to one semitone.

[D]/[I] OCTAVE Determines the range of the pitch change in octaves, over two octaves up 
or down for each keyboard part. The value set here is added to the setting 
via the UPPER OCTAVE [-]/[+] buttons.

[E]/[J] TUNING Determines the pitch of each keyboard part.

[1 ▲▼]–
[3 ▲▼]

TRANSPOSE Allows you to set transposition for overall sound of the instrument 
(MASTER), Song playback (SONG), or the keyboard pitch (KEY-
BOARD), respectively. Please note that the “KEYBOARD” also trans-
poses the keyboard pitch of Style playback and the Multi Pads (since 
these are also affected by keyboard play in the left-hand section).
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Editing and Saving the effect

1 Press the [F] button to call up the display for editing the effect parameters.

2 If you have selected one of the DSP2–4 effect blocks in “Selecting an Effect type,” 
step 2:
You can edit its standard parameters as well as its variation parameter.
To select the standard type of parameters, press the [B] button. To select its variation parameter, press the 
[E] button.

NOTE “Variation parameter” is the one which can be turned on/off by pressing the [VARIATION] button on the panel.

3 Select one of the parameters you want to edit by using the [4 ▲▼]/[5 ▲▼] buttons, 
then adjust the value by using the [6 ▲▼]/[7 ▲▼] buttons.
If you have selected the REVERB, CHORUS or DSP1 effect block in step 2, you can adjust the Effect 
Return Level by pressing [8 ▲▼] button.
To re-select the Effect block, category and type, use the [1 ▲▼]–[3 ▲▼] buttons. The re-selected effect 
configuration is displayed at the upper left side box in the display.

NOTE Keep in mind that in some cases noise may result if you adjust the effect parameters while playing the instrument.

3

2

4
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4 Press the [I] (SAVE) button to call up the display for saving your original effect.

5 Use the [3 ▲▼]–[6 ▲▼] buttons to select the destination for saving the effect.
The maximum number for effects that can be saved differs depending on the effect block.

6 Press the [I] (SAVE) button to save the effect.
When recalling the saved effect, use the same procedure as in steps 4–5 of “Selecting an Effect Type.”

5

6
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Editing and Saving the Selected Master EQ

1 Press the [F] (EDIT) button in the EQ Page of the Mixing Console display.
The MASTER EQ EDIT display is called up.

2 Use the [A]/[B] buttons to select a preset EQ type.
The set parameters of the selected EQ type are automatically shown at the bottom of the display.

3 Use the [3 ▲▼]–[7 ▲▼] buttons to boost or cut each of the five bands.
Use the [8 ▲▼] buttons to boost or cut all the five bands at the same time.

4 Adjust the Q (bandwidth) and the FREQ (center frequency) of the band selected in 
step 3.
To adjust the bandwidth (also called “Shape” or “Q”), use the [1 ▲▼] buttons. The higher the value of Q, 
the narrower the band width.
To adjust the FREQ (center frequency), use the [2 ▲▼] buttons. The available FREQ range is different for 
each band.

5 Press the [H] or [I] (STORE 1 or 2) button to save the edited EQ type.
Up to two types of EQ can be created and saved. The saved EQ can be recalled from the EQ tab display by 
using the [A]/[B] buttons.

3

5

2

4
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BASS HOLD While the pedal is pressed, the Accompaniment Style bass note will be held 
even if the chord is changed during Style playback. If the fingering is set to “AI 
FULL KEYBOARD,” the function does not work.

PERCUSSION The pedal plays a percussion instrument selected by the [4 ▲▼]–[8 ▲▼] but-
tons. You can use the keyboard to select the desired percussion instrument.

NOTE When you select the percussion instrument by pressing a key on the keyboard, the velocity with which you 
press the key determines the percussion volume.

RIGHT 1 ON/OFF Same as the PART ON/OFF [RIGHT 1] button.

RIGHT 2 ON/OFF Same as the PART ON/OFF [RIGHT 2] button.

LEFT ON/OFF Same as the PART ON/OFF [LEFT] button.

OTS +/- Calls up the next/previous One Touch Setting.
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■ Pre-programmed MIDI Templates

ALL Parts Transmits all parts including the keyboard parts (RIGHT 1, 2, and LEFT), with 
the exception of Song parts.

KBD & STYLE Basically the same as “ALL PARTS” with the exception of how keyboard parts 
are managed. The right-hand parts are handled as a “UPPER” instead of 
RIGHT 1 and 2 and the left-hand part is handled as a “LOWER.”

Master KBD In this setting, the instrument functions as a “master” keyboard, playing and 
controlling one or more connected tone generators or other devices (such as a 
computer/sequencer).

Song All transmit channels are set to correspond to Song channels 1–16. This is used 
to play Song data with an external tone generator and to record Song data to an 
external sequencer.

Clock Ext Playback or recording (Song, Style, Multi Pad, etc.) synchronizes with an 
external MIDI clock instead of the instrument’s internal clock. This template 
should be used when you wish to set the tempo on the MIDI device connected 
to the instrument.

MIDI Accord 1 MIDI accordions allow you to transmit MIDI data and play connected tone 
generators from the keyboard and bass/chord buttons of the accordion. This 
template lets you play melodies from the keyboard and control Style playback 
on the instrument with the left-hand buttons.

MIDI Accord 2 Basically the same as “MIDI Accord1” above, with the exception that the 
chord/bass notes you play with your left hand on the MIDI Accordion are rec-
ognized also as MIDI note events.

MIDI Pedal 1 MIDI pedal units allow you play connected tone generators with your feet 
(especially convenient for playing single note bass parts). This template lets 
you play/control the chord root in Style playback with a MIDI pedal unit.

MIDI Pedal 2 This template lets you play the bass part for Style playback by using a MIDI 
pedal unit.

MIDI OFF No MIDI signals are sent or received.
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Utility
– Making Global Settings –

Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [I] UTILITY → TAB [E][F] CONFIG 1

1 Fade In/Out 
These parameters determine the behavior when the Style or Song playback is faded in/out by the [FADE 
IN/OUT] button.

2 Metronome

3 Parameter Lock
This function is used to “lock” specific parameters (effect, split point, etc.) to make them selectable only 
via the panel control—in other words, instead of being changed via Registration Memory, One Touch 
Setting, Music Finder, or Song and sequence data.
Use the [1 ▲▼]–[7 ▲▼] buttons to select the desired parameter, then lock it with the [8 ▲] (MARK ON) 
button. Press the [8 ▼] (MARK OFF) button to unlock.

4 Tap 
This allows you to set the drum sound and the velocity which will sound when the Tap function is used.

CONFIG 1

[3 ▲▼] FADE IN TIME Determines the time it takes for the volume to fade in, or go from mini-
mum to maximum (range of 0–20.0 seconds).

[4 ▲▼] FADE OUT 
TIME

Determines the time it takes for the volume to fade out, or go from maxi-
mum to minimum (range of 0–20.0 seconds).

[5 ▲▼] FADE OUT 
HOLD TIME

Determines the time the volume is held at 0 following the fade out (range 
of 0–5.0 seconds).

[2 ▲▼] VOLUME Determines the level of the metronome sound.

[3 ▲▼]–
[5 ▲▼]

SOUND Determines whether a bell accent will be sounded or not at the first beat of 
each measure.

[6 ▲▼]/
[7 ▲▼]

TIME 
SIGNATURE

Determines the time signature of the metronome sound. 

[2 ▲▼]–
[4 ▲▼]

PERCUSSION Selects the instrument.

[5 ▲▼]/
[6 ▲▼]

VELOCITY Sets the velocity.

Select the desired parameter:
1 Fade In/Out
2 Metronome
3 Parameter Lock
4 Tap
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Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [I] UTILITY → TAB [E][F] CONFIG 2

CONFIG 2

[1 ▲▼]/
[2 ▲▼]

VOICE CATE-
GORY BUT-
TON OPTIONS

Determines how the Voice Selection display is opened when one of the 
VOICE buttons is pressed.

OPEN & SELECT
Opens the Voice Selection display with the previously selected Voice in 
the Voice category automatically selected (when one of the VOICE but-
tons is pressed).

OPEN ONLY
Opens the Voice Selection display with the currently selected Voice 
(when one of the VOICE buttons is pressed).

[3 ▲▼]/
[4 ▲▼]

DISPLAY 
VOICE NUM-
BER

Determines whether or not the Voice bank and number are shown in the 
Voice Selection display. This is useful when you want to check which 
bank select MSB/LSB values and program change number you need to 
specify when selecting the Voice from an external MIDI device.

NOTE The numbers displayed here start from “1.” Accordingly the actual MIDI program change numbers 
are one lower, since that number system starts from “0.”

NOTE For the GS Voices, the Display Voice Number is not available (the program change numbers are not 
shown).

[5 ▲▼]/
[6 ▲▼]

DISPLAY 
STYLE TEMPO

Selects whether the default tempo of each Style is displayed above the 
Style name or not in the Style Selection display.

[7 ▲▼]/
[8 ▲▼]

POPUP DIS-
PLAY TIME

Determines the time in which the pop-up windows close. (Pop-up win-
dows are displayed when you press buttons such as TEMPO, TRANS-
POSE or UPPER OCTAVE, etc.)
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Custom Reset—Saving and Recalling Your Original Settings as a Single File

For the items below, you can save your Original Settings as a Single File for future recall.

1 Make all desired settings on the instrument.

2 Call up the operation display.
[FUNCTION] → [I] UTILITY → TAB [E][F] SYSTEM RESET

3 Press one of the [F]–[I] buttons to call up the relevant display for saving your data.

4 Use the TAB [E][F] buttons to select one of the tabs (other than the PRESET) to 
which your settings will be saved.

5 Press the [6 ▼] (SAVE) button to save your file.

6 To recall your file, press the desired [F]–[I] buttons in the SYSTEM RESET display, 
then select the desired file.

[F] SYSTEM 
SETUP FILES

Parameters set on the various displays such as the [FUNCTION] → [I] 
UTILITY are handled as a single System Setup file. Refer to the Data List 
for details on which parameters belong to the System Setup.

[G] MIDI SETUP 
FILES

The MIDI settings including the MIDI templates on the USER tab dis-
play are handled as a single file.

[H] USER EFFECT 
FILES

The User Effect settings including the User Effect types and User Master 
EQ types created via the Mixing Console displays are managed as a sin-
gle file.

[I] MUSIC 
FINDER FILES

All the preset and created records of the Music Finder are handled as a 
single file.
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Size/Weight
Dimensions

Width 1,003 mm (39 5/8")

Height 148 mm (5 7/8")

Depth 433 mm (17 1/8")

Weight Weight 11 kg (24 lbs., 4 oz.)

Control 
Interface

Keyboard

Number of Keys 61

Type Organ

Touch Response Hard2/Hard1/Normal/Soft1/Soft2

Other Controllers
Joystick Yes

Multi Pads Yes

Display

Type B/W QVGA LCD

Contrast Yes

Score Display Function Yes

Lyrics Display Function Yes

Text Viewer Function Yes

Language English, German, French, Spanish, Italian

Panel Language English

Voices

Tone Generation Tone Generating Technology AWM Stereo Sampling

Polyphony Number of Polyphony (Max.) 128

Preset
Number of Voices 565 Voices + 33 Drum/SFX Kits + 480 XG Voices + GM2 + 

GS (for GS Song Playback)

Featured Voices 15 MegaVoices, 23 Sweet! Voices, 33 Cool! Voices, 
19 Live! Voices, 10 Organ Flutes!

Custom Voice Set Yes

Expansion Expansion Pack Installation Yes (Wave amount: approx. 64 MB max.)

Compatibility

XG Yes

XF Yes

GS Yes

GM Yes

GM2 Yes

Effects

Types

Reverb 42 Preset + 3 User

Chorus 71 Preset + 3 User

DSP DSP 1: 271 Preset + 3 User, DSP 2-4: 128 Preset + 10 User

Master EQ 5 Preset

Part EQ 28 Parts (Right 1, Right 2, Left, Multi Pad, Style x 8, Song x 16)

Voice Controls

Voice Layer (Right-hand parts) Yes (Right 1, Right 2)

Split (Left-hand part) Yes (Left)

Panel Sustain Yes

Mono/Poly Yes

Accompaniment 
Styles

Preset

Number of Styles 351

Featured Styles 339 Pro Styles, 12 Session Styles

File Format Style File Format GE

Fingering Single Finger, Fingered, Fingered On Bass, Multi Finger, AI Fingered, 
Full Keyboard, AI Full Keyboard

Style Control INTRO x 3, MAIN VARIATION x 4, FILL x 4, BREAK, ENDING x 3

Custom Style Creator Yes

Expansion Expansion Pack Installation Yes

Other Features
Music Finder 1,200 Records (maximum)

One Touch Setting (OTS) 4 for each Style
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specifications at any time without prior notice. Since specifications, equipment or options may not be the same in every locale, please check with your Yamaha dealer.

Songs

Preset Number of Preset Songs 5 Sample Songs

Recording

Number of Songs Unlimited (depending on the storage media’s capacity)

Number of Tracks 16

Data Capacity 300 KB

Recording Function Quick Recording/Multi Recording/Step Recording

Compatible Data 
Format

Playback SMF (Format 0 & 1), ESEQ, XF

Recording SMF (Format 0)

Functions

Registration Memory
Number of Buttons 8 x unlimited banks (depending on the storage media’s capacity)

Control Regist. Sequence, Freeze

Lesson/Guide
Lesson/Guide Follow Lights, Any Key, Karao-Key

Performance Assistant 
Technology (P.A.T.) Yes

Demo Demonstration Yes

USB Audio
Playback .wav

Recording .wav

Overall Controls

Metronome Yes

Tempo Range 5 – 500, Tap Tempo

Transpose -12 – 0 – +12

Tuning 414.8 – 440 – 466.8 Hz

Octave Button Yes

Scale Setting Yes

Scale Memory Yes

Number of Preset Scale Type 9

Miscellaneous Direct Access Yes

Storage and 
Connectivity

Storage
Internal Memory 3.4 MB (Up to 2 MB is used for an Expansion Pack)

External Drives USB Flash Memory, etc. (via USB to DEVICE)

Connectivity

DC IN 16 V

Headphones Yes

MIDI In/Out

AUX IN (R, L/L+R)

FOOT PEDAL (optional) Switch or Volume x 2

OUTPUT (R, L/L+R)

USB TO DEVICE Yes

USB TO HOST Yes

Amplifiers and 
Speakers

Amplifiers 12 W x 2

Speakers (12 cm + 5 cm) x 2

Pedals Assignable Functions VOLUME, SUSTAIN, SOSTENUTO, SOFT, GLIDE, 
SONG PLAY/PAUSE, STYLE START/STOP, etc.

Power Supply AC Power Adaptor PA-300C or an equivalent recommended by Yamaha

Included Accessories

• Music Rest
• AC Power Adaptor

* May not be included depending on your particular area. Please check with your 
Yamaha dealer.

• Owner’s Manual
• My Yamaha Product User Registration

* The PRODUCT ID on the sheet will be needed when you fill out the User 
Registration form.

Optional 
Accessories

Footswitches FC4/FC5

Foot controller FC7

Headphones HPE-150

AC Power Adaptor PA-300C or an equivalent recommended by Yamaha

Keyboard stand

L-6/L-7
(The exterior size of the PSR-A2000 is beyond the limits as described in 
the L-6 Assembly Instructions. However, we have determined through 
tests that the stand can be safely used for the instrument.)
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1-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 
ON ARRANGER WORKSTATION KEYBOARDS

Thank you for selecting a Yamaha product. Yamaha products are designed and manufactured to provide a high level of defect-free 
performance.  Yamaha Corporation of America (“Yamaha”) is proud of the experience and craftsmanship that goes into each and 
every Yamaha product. Yamaha sells its products through a network of reputable, specially authorized dealers and is pleased to offer 
you, the Original Owner, the following Limited Warranty, which applies only to products that have been (1) directly purchased from 
Yamaha’s authorized dealers in the fifty states of the USA and District of Columbia (the “Warranted Area”) and (2) used exclusively in 
the Warranted Area. Yamaha suggests that you read the Limited Warranty thoroughly, and invites you to contact your authorized 
Yamaha dealer or Yamaha Customer Service if you have any questions.

Coverage: Yamaha will, at its option, repair or replace the product covered by this warranty if it becomes defective, malfunctions 
or otherwise fails to conform with this warranty under normal use and service during the term of this warranty, without charge for labor 
or materials.  Repairs may be performed using new or refurbished parts that meet or exceed Yamaha specifications for new parts.   If 
Yamaha elects to replace the product, the replacement may be a reconditioned unit.  You will be responsible for any installation or 
removal charges and for any initial shipping charges if the product(s) must be shipped for warranty service.  However, Yamaha will 
pay the return shipping charges to any destination within the USA if the repairs are covered by the warranty.  This warranty does not 
cover (a) damage, deterioration or malfunction resulting from accident, negligence, misuse, abuse, improper installation or operation 
or failure to follow instructions according to the Owner’s Manual for this product; any shipment of the product (claims must be 
presented to the carrier); repair or attempted repair by anyone other than Yamaha or an authorized Yamaha Service Center; (b) any 
unit which has been altered or on which the serial number has been defaced, modified or removed; (c) normal wear and any periodic 
maintenance; (d) deterioration due to perspiration, corrosive atmosphere or other external causes such as extremes in temperature 
or humidity; (e) damages attributable to power line surge or related electrical abnormalities, lightning damage or acts of God; or (f) 
RFI/EMI (Interference/noise) caused by improper grounding or the improper use of either certified or uncertified equipment, if 
applicable.  Any evidence of alteration, erasing or forgery of proof-of-purchase documents will cause this warranty to be void.   This 
warranty covers only the Original Owner and is not transferable. 

In Order to Obtain Warranty Service:  Warranty service will only be provided for defective products within the Warranted 
Area.  Contact your local authorized Yamaha dealer who will advise you of the procedures to be followed.  If this is not successful, 
contact Yamaha at the address, telephone number or website shown below. Yamaha may request that you send the defective 
product to a local authorized Yamaha Servicer or authorize return of the defective product to Yamaha for repair.  If you are uncertain 
as to whether a dealer has been authorized by Yamaha, please contact Yamaha’s Service Department at the number shown below, or 
check Yamaha’s website at www.Yamaha.com.  Product(s) shipped for service should be packed securely and must be 
accompanied by a detailed explanation of the problem(s) requiring service, together with the original or a machine reproduction of 
the bill of sale or other dated, proof-of-purchase document describing the product, as evidence of warranty coverage.   Should any 
product submitted for warranty service be found ineligible therefore, an estimate of repair cost will be furnished and the repair will be 
accomplished only if requested by you and upon receipt of payment or acceptable arrangement for payment.

Limitation of Implied Warranties and Exclusion of Damages:  ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE SHALL BE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE 
APPLICABLE PERIOD OF TIME SET FORTH ABOVE. YAMAHA SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR FOR DAMAGES BASED UPON INCONVENIENCE, LOSS OF USE, DAMAGE TO ANY OTHER 
EQUIPMENT OR OTHER ITEMS AT THE SITE OF USE OR INTERRUPTION OF PERFORMANCES OR ANY CONSEQUENCES.  
YAMAHA’S LIABILITY FOR ANY DEFECTIVE PRODUCT IS LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT, AT 
YAMAHA’S OPTION.   SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS OR THE 
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY 
NOT APPLY TO YOU.  This Warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 
This is the only express warranty applicable to the product specified herein; Yamaha neither assumes nor authorizes anyone to 
assume for it any other express warranty. 

If you have any questions about service received or if you need assistance in locating an authorized Yamaha Servicer, please 
contact: 

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Yamaha Corporation of America

6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, California  90620-1373
Telephone: 800-854-1569

www.yamaha.com
Do not return any product to the above address without a written Return Authorization issued by Yamaha. 

©2009 Yamaha Corporation of America. Effective: 11/01/09




